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Abstract

For a class of widely used general equilibrium trade models, we derive the export supply elasticity and

analyze its importance in welfare and policy analysis. We show export supply is disciplined by three key

microeconomic channels: 1) internal and external returns to scale for production, 2) the extent of labor

mobility across industries, and 3) relative substitutability of exports across destinations (i.e., elasticities

of demand). We demonstrate how export supply encapsulates these elasticities sufficiently to perform

counterfactual equilibrium analysis. We then develop a structural heteroskedastic estimator of the model

that requires only a time series of bilateral trade and production data. Applying our methodology to

publicly available trade data from 1994-2017, we estimate the sufficient set of parameters for equilibrium

analysis. Our estimates provide insight into countries and industries that are more or less sensitive to eco-

nomic shocks such as tariffs. We employ our estimated model to analyze recent US protectionist policies

to illustrate the role of underlying microeconomic channels and general equilibrium linkages. Finally, we

examine the extent to which microeconomic channels of the model shape the gains from trade and home

market effects across countries and industries.
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1 Introduction

Trade-related policy analyses range from examining traditional questions (e.g., gains from trade) to tracing

shocks through economies (e.g., the implications of recent US protectionist policies). These analyses require

general equilibrium modeling to evaluate economies as a whole. Analyzing general equilibrium hinges on

the elasticities that discipline the interconnections within and across industries, markets, and economies.

The literature has worked vigorously to establish the importance of, and estimate elasticities governing; (1)

internal and external economies of scale, (2) labor mobility across industries, and (3) market demand across

countries and industries. However, existing studies analyze or estimate only a subset of these elasticities in

isolation. As a result, estimating these elasticities jointly in a way directly derived from general equilibrium

modeling has remained an incomplete task.

In this paper, we develop a method that simultaneously and flexibly models these key channels and

applies the structure of the model to consistently estimate the elasticities governing these channels. We apply

our results to a number of classic questions in international trade – including gains from trade and home

market effects. We also leverage the flexibility of our model and estimates in order to examine microeconomic

and macroeconomic implications of recent US protectionist trade policies as a specific application.

The cornerstone of our analysis is our derivation of export supply for a general class of trade models

incorporating the three aforementioned microeconomic channels. We demonstrate that elasticities governing

the channels of the model can be efficiently combined into a smaller set of parameters constituting elasticities

of export supply. Export supply coalesces a wide range of general equilibrium models in a way that is suffi-

cient to predict changes to the full vector of prices and quantities globally in response to shocks. In essence,

formalizing export supply characterizes general equilibrium allocations both within and across industries.

Put more plainly, we show that export supply encapsulates enough information about general equilibrium

allocations that, when combined with import demand, it is sufficient for performing counterfactual analysis

of trade models in general equilibrium without calibrating or even observing factor markets empirically. We

achieve these results by recasting the global general equilibrium problem as one of supply and demand in

product markets rather than the usual treatment of it in factor markets.

Our methodology is designed for flexibility. To illustrate its range, we use the model to structurally

estimate elasticities for every observable country and industry in the world. We show that widely accessible

data on international trade, industrial production, and tariff data are sufficient for estimation. Specifically,

we apply our methodology to data combining CEPII-BACI (trade flows), UNIDO (production), and MacMap

(tariffs) from 1994-2017. We then provide a focused application of the model and estimates through an

analysis of the recent US China trade war.

Chinese industries are estimated to be particularly resilient to tariffs from the US when evaluated

based on partial equilibrium analysis. That is, export supply elasticities of Chinese products to the US are

nearly perfectly elastic. This result confirms the recent findings of perfect pass-through of prices onto US
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consumers (c.f., Amiti et al. (2019) and Fajgelbaum et al. (2019)). However, our general equilibrium analysis

provides interesting contrast to the partial equilibrium results. In general equilibrium, pass-through rates are

almost complete if tariffs were imposed on an isolated Chinese industry. However, the application of tariffs

by the US simultaneously against Chinese manufacturing industries alters the outcome. Our quantitative

results yield strong tariff complementarities that are in line with recent theories of optimal policy (e.g.,

Costinot et al. (2015), Beshkar and Lashkaripour (2016)). Specifically, in general equilibrium when tariffs

are applied simultaneously across industries complementarities effectively increase importer market power.

Crucially, complementarities rely on the underlying parameters governing the costs of factor reallocation in

the exporting country. Our formalization of export supply embodies these channels and allows us to trace

reallocations throughout the economy.

Given our estimates, we find tariff complementarities drive down pass-through of tariffs by Chinese

exporters from nearly 100% to only around 70% on average. Intuitively, under more comprehensive tariffs

simultaneously applied by the US, China cannot readily allocate resources away from targeted industries.

This inability to escape the policy effects is then absorbed by the exporter through a lowering of shipped

prices in response to tariffs. We thus expect additional distortions stemming from the US China trade war

as both countries reallocate resources moving forward.

Our model and estimation reconciles a number of older and emerging strands of the literature that

examine the aggregate implications of microeconomic channels, (e.g., Arkolakis et al. (2012), Melitz and

Redding (2014)). Specifically, we speak directly to a growing interest in the role of scale economies either

external (e.g., Kucheryavyy et al. (2016), Bartelme et al. (2018)) or internal (e.g., Lashkaripour and Lugov-

skyy (2018)), and the degree of labor mobility (e.g., Galle et al. (2017), Adao et al. (2018)) by incorporating

these channels into a unified framework. We spell out the limitations imposed on export supply elasticities

across these models as well as benchmark frameworks of Eaton and Kortum (2002) and Krugman (1980).

More specifically, export supply elasticities summarize information of microeconomic channels through a

combination of two sub-elasticities; one that governs the slope of total supply and the other manages excess

supply (i.e., how total supply net of exports to all other markets reacts to prices). We show that these

sub-elasticities together with the standard market demand elasticities are sufficient to conduct comparative

statics analysis. This result allows us to perform quantitative policy analysis without the entire set of pa-

rameters required by the microeconomic channels and contrast our results with more restrictive models from

the literature.

Empirically, we contribute a structural estimator building on heteroskedastic methods to identify supply

and demand. Heteroskedastic estimators in the international trade literature are lacking a model consistent

export supply curve. This limitation is responsible for a gap between policy and welfare analysis in this

literature and the tradition of general equilibrium analysis. We show that a model consistent export supply

elasticity resembles the ad hoc, albeit intuitive, iso-elastic curve championed by Feenstra (1994) and applied

by works such as Broda and Weinstein (2006). However, key differences emerge. First, Feenstra (1994)
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assumes the export supply elasticity is common across exporters for each good. We show that underlying

export supply elasticities are parameters governing returns to scale, the extent of labor mobility across

industries, and import demand. The interaction of these parameters demonstrates export supply elasticities

are importer-exporter-product specific. In addition, each export supply elasticity is a weighted sum of

iso-elastic sub-elasticities where the weights depend on the share of sales by the exporting country across

markets that is structurally endogenous and time-varying.

Utilizing these insights, we develop a consistent structural estimator of the model that borrows from

Soderbery (2018)’s generalization of Feenstra (1994). We demonstrate how the export supply curve derived

from the model introduces functional form restrictions when compared to the existing literature, but relaxes

the estimable range of export supply elasticities. Specifically, we do not constrain elasticities to the positive

orthant (i.e., where import demand slopes down and export supply slopes up). This is in line with Costinot

et al. (2019), who demonstrated a tendency of common trade theories to generate downward sloping export

supply. They discuss the impact of this insight on home market effects through an application to international

trade in pharmaceuticals. Our analysis is more general and expansive, as the structural method we develop

uses only publicly available data on international trade and production and yields estimates for every country

and industry present in the data. However, our results echo their findings. We find that home market effects

are broadly supported by our estimates, but vary in strength across countries and industries.

More broadly, we complement our examination of the effects from the recent US tariffs on prices and

welfare with three other exercises. First, we report the gains from trade as a vehicle to compare our model

with benchmarks in the literature. Second, we leverage the channels embodied to export supply to more

broadly decompose general equilibrium reallocations and welfare in response to trade liberalization. Third,

we compute a series of quantitative exercises to identify industry-country pairs that feature weak or strong

home market effects following Costinot et al. (2019).

Finally, we acknowledge that parameters governing the deeper microeconomic channels of the model

(i.e., returns to scale and labor mobility) might be of independent interest. We thus demonstrate how to

project our unconstrained estimates of export supply and import demand elasticities onto the functional

form constraints of the model in order to uncover the underlying parameters of returns to scale and labor

mobility. Uncovering these parameters in turn helps us further decompose aggregate effects into their

underlying disaggregated channels.

We proceed as follows. Section 2 presents our model. We derive export supply elasticities, demonstrate

sufficient elasticities for quantitative analyses, and compare them across several commonly used models

nested by our framework. Section 3 shows how to structurally estimate the model. Section 4 applies our

estimates to general equilibrium analyses and counterfactuals centered around recent US tariffs. Section 5

concludes.
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2 Theory

The global economy consists of multiple countries, indexed by i or n ∈ N , and multiple industries, indexed

by k ∈ K. Labor is the only factor of production, and every country n is endowed by a given supply of Ln

workers. In each industry, goods are differentiated by country of origin, and within each country by firms

that produce differentiated varieties. Markets are characterized by monopolistic competition.

2.1 Preferences

The representative consumer in country n receives utility Cn as a Cobb-Douglas combination of aggregate

industry level goods,

Cn =
∏
k∈K

C
βn,k
n,k

where βn,k is the expenditure share in n on good k with
∑
k∈K

βn,k = 1. Varieties originating from countries

indexed by i are bundled via CES to form the product composite Cn,k as,

Cn,k =
[∑
i∈N

b
1

σn,k

ni,k C

σn,k−1

σn,k

ni,k

] σn,k
σn,k−1

.

The Armington (1969) elasticity of substitution across exporters i within industry k in the eyes of consumers

in market n is σn,k. We allow for a variety level demand shifter bni,k that is importer-exporter-product

specific. Lastly, firms within i are denoted by ω. The variety level composite Cni,k is a CES aggregation

across Cni,k(ω) as differentiated varieties of product k produced by firms in i exporting to market n,

Cni,k =
[ ∫

ω∈Ωin,k

Cni,k(ω)
ηi,k−1

ηi,k dω
] ηi,k
ηi,k−1

.

Here, Ωni,k is the set of varieties sold from origin (i, k) to market n, and ηi,k is the elasticity of substitution

across varieties within industry k in country i. This demand system is standard in the literature. To get a

brief sense of its positioning, suppose σn,k = ηi,k = σ̄k, then varieties are differentiated to the same extent

across countries and across firms within a country as in a standard multi-sector Krugman (1980) model.

Alternatively, when varieties are perfect substitutes, ηi,k → ∞, the demand system is as in Eaton and

Kortum (2002).

2.2 Resource Allocation across Industries

Workers are imperfectly mobile across industries and immobile across countries. A worker z in country i is

endowed by a vector of efficiency units (z1ei,1, ...zkei,k, ..., zKei,K) across industries. zk is a random variable
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drawn independently from a Fréchet distribution with dispersion parameter εi > 1, and a scale parameter

normalized to ensure E[zi,kei,k] = ei,k. We denote wage per unit of efficiency in industry (i, k) by wi,k. The

share of workers who select industry k is given by Li,k/Li = ei,kw
εi
i,kΦ

−εi
i , where

Φi ≡
[∑
k∈K

ei,kw
εi
i,k

]1/εi
. (1)

Aggregate efficiency units supplied to industry (i, k) are given by Ei,k = LiΦ
1−εi
i ei,kw

εi−1
i,k . The elasticity

of labor mobility across industries with respect to wage per unit of efficiency is governed by εi. To provide

some insight, if εi → ∞, then the variance of efficiency draws across industries for a worker converges to

zero. As such, the model collapses to the one with perfect labor mobility. In the other extreme, as εi → 1,

our framework collapses to a specific factor model in which efficiency units employed in every industry is

inelastically given. Total income in country i then equals total payments to workers, Σkwi,kEi,k = LiΦi, and

Φi is thus income per capita.

2.3 Production, Wedges, and Returns to Scale

Total units of efficiency required to produce qni,k(ω) units of ω of variety (i, k) to be delivered at market n is

fni,k +dni,kqni,k(ω)/Ai,k, where dni,k ≥ 1 is the standard iceberg trade cost, satisfying the triangle inequality

and dii,k = 1. Productivity in industry (i, k), Ai,k, depends on an exogenous productivity shifter ai,k, and

total efficiency units employed there Ei,k,

Ai,k = ai,kE
φi,k
i,k .

Here, φi,k governs the extent to which the scale of industry k affects productivity of a firm in that industry.

We allow this elasticity to vary by industry and country. Since a firm does not internalize the effect of its

production on the industry-level aggregates, every firm takes Ai,k as given.

International trade is subject to standard iceberg trade costs, dni,k, and import tariffs tni,k. We denote

by τni,k = dni,k(1 + tni,k) the wedge between price at the location of production, i, and that of consumption,

n. The price of a typical variety (i, k) in destination n then equals

pni,k =
ηi,k

ηi,k − 1

τni,kwi,k

ai,kE
φi,k
i,k

Holding wage wi,k fixed and if φi,k > 0, price pni,k is decreasing in the industry-level scale of employed

efficiency units Ei,k, reflecting external returns to scale. Ei,k itself depends on wage through labor supply.
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Combining, we connect the price of a typical variety to wages at the location of production,

pni,k =
ηi,k/(ηi,k − 1)

ai,k(LiΦ
1−εi
i ei,k)

φi,k
τni,kw

1−(εi−1)φi,k
i,k . (2)

A higher wage (i) increases prices directly through costs, and (ii) decreases prices indirectly due to external

scale economies. The latter dominates the former if and only if (εi−1)φi,k > 1. It is thus possible in general

equilibrium, with sufficient strength of external returns to scale and labor mobility, for price (pni,k) to be a

decreasing function of the wage (wi,k).

In general equilibrium, the number of firms producing varieties of (i,k) is given by

Mi,k = Ei,k/(ηi,kFi,k),

where Fi,k = Σn∈Nfni,k. A greater number of firms in an industry scales up the aggregate supply of the

industry reflecting internal returns to scale. These internal returns are stronger within a country-industry

pair (i, k) when product varieties are more differentiated. Specifically, industries with lower ηi,k, will exhibit

a greater number of varieties (Mi,k), all else equal.

The value of gross output of industry k in country i, Yi,k, and its revenue share, ri,k, are given by:

Yi,k = LiΦ
1−εi
i ei,kw

εi
i,k (3)

ri,k ≡
Yi,k∑
k Yi,k

= ei,kw
εi
i,kΦ

−εi
i (4)

We can see how aggregate supply side behavior in the economy is disciplined by three key parameters: the

elasticity of resource mobility εi, internal returns to scale governed by 1/(ηi,k − 1), and external returns to

scale governed by φi,k.

2.4 Price Indices and Trade Shares

The price indices associated with consumption aggregates Cni,k, Cn,k and Cn are:

Pni,k = M
1

1−ηi,k
i,k pii,kτni,k Variety Level Price Index (5)

Pn,k =

(∑
i∈N

bni,kP
1−σn,k
ni,k

)1/(1−σn,k)

Industry Level Price Index (6)

Pn =
∏
k∈K

P
βn,k
n,k Country Level Price Index (7)
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The share of expenditure of destination n on origin i in industry k, denoted by πni,k, equals

πni,k = bni,k

(
Pni,k/Pn,k

)1−σn,k
. (8)

With price indices and markets shares, the microeconomic structure of the model is in place such that firm

and factor allocations within the economy are characterized.

2.5 Equilibrium: Recasting to product markets

At this point the standard treatment in the literature would launch into closing the model through factor

market clearing conditions in order to study microeconomic and macroeconomic implications of trade. We

suspend such analysis for the time being in order to provide an alternative perspective. We now recast the

model as one of supply and demand in product markets.

Looking ahead, simultaneously estimating the underlying microeconomic channels of these models

through factor market (re)allocations is hindered by the scarcity of reliable disaggregate wage and em-

ployment data across industries and countries. In contrast, data on prices and quantities in product markets

are abundant in international trade. Moreover, recasting the model as one of product market supply and

demand will be shown to be a useful tool to locate sufficient elasticities required to perform comparative

statics analysis (Section 2.6.1). This approach additionally helps us illustrate key interactions between

underlying channels of the model that determine aggregate equilibrium outcomes in response to shocks and

policies (e.g., tariff changes). We will further highlight the benefits of a supply and demand perspective when

our focus turns to estimation. Ultimately, the overarching gain is our ability to simultaneously estimate all

required elasticities for general equilibrium analysis rather than piece together estimates from scarce data

or isolated results in the literature.

Consider a destination-origin-industry triple (n, i, k). Let Dni,k denote import demand of n from i in

industry k, and let Sni,k denote export supply of i to n in industry k.1 The model delivers:

Dni,k = πni,kβn,kXn (9)

Sni,k = Yi,k −
∑
m 6=n

Dmi,k. (10)

Total expenditure in country n, Xn, is the sum of wage incomes, tariff revenues, and trade deficits, which is

a fraction δn of wage incomes. As such,

Xn = LnΦn(1 + δn) +
∑
i,k

tni,kDni,k. (11)

1Note, our use of the terminology import and export also includes domestic purchases in case of n = i.
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An equilibrium consists of prices p = [pii,k]
N,K
i=1,k=1 such that Equations (1)-(11) hold, and goods market

clearing conditions hold for all n, i, k,2

Dni,k(p) = Sni,k(p). (12)

Throughout the paper, to distinguish between export supply or import demand schedules and their inter-

sections as equilibrium values of trade, we denote by Xni,k the equilibrium values of trade occurring when

Xni,k = Sni,k = Dni,k.

2.6 Trade Elasticities

Our starting point is to derive export supply as a function of prices and quantities in general equilibrium.

Export supply is simple conceptually, but somewhat enigmatic in general equilibrium (especially the off

equilibrium supply schedule). Export supply of product k from origin i to destination n is total supply of

(i, k) net of sales to all markets other than n. We first turn to total supply of product k from origin i.

Equation (3) gives total supply as a function of wage, Yi,k = LiΦ
1−εi
i ei,kw

εi
i,k. Replacing wages by prices

using Equations (2) and (5), total production as a function of variety-level price index at the location of

production Pii,k equals

Yi,k = Y P
i,kP

ω1
i,k

1−ω2
i,k

ii,k .

Here, Y P
i,k is the non-price component of total production.3 ω1

i,k is the elasticity of Yi,k with respect to the

price of a typical variety at the location of production (pii,k). The elasticity of the variety-level price index

at the location of production Pii,k with respect to price of a typical variety there (pii,k) is given by (1−ω2
i,k).

These supply elasticities combine the fundamental elasticities of the model (i.e., internal and external returns

to scale and labor mobility) as,

ω1
i,k ≡

∂ lnYi,k
∂ ln pii,k

=
εi

1− (εi − 1)φi,k
(13)

ω2
i,k ≡ 1−

∂ lnPii,k
∂ ln pii,k

=
(εi − 1)

1− (εi − 1)φi,k

1

(ηi,k − 1)
. (14)

2An equilibrium in product markets implies that in labor markets and the other way around. Let w = [wi,k]N,Ki=1,k=1. We
can replace wage and price for each other using equation (2), which is a one-to-one relationship provided that equilibrium is
unique. Then, demand and supply for products in country-industry (i, k) are equal if and only if they do so for labor there:

Dni,k(p) = Sni,k(p)⇔ Dni,k(p) = Yi,k(p)−
∑
m 6=n

Dmi,k(p)⇔
N∑
m=1

Dmi,k(p) = Yi,k(p)⇔
N∑
m=1

Dmi,k(w) = Yi,k(w)

3A detailed derivation of these equations is reported in Appendix 1.3.
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Import demand is more familiar as it falls from the common CES structure. Using Equations (8) and

(9), import demand of market n in industry k from producer country i is

Dni,k = bni,kτ
1−σn,k
ni,k Pn,k

−(1−σn,k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
DPni,k

P
1−σn,k
ii,k . (15)

Inserting demand, export supply as a function of the price index at the location of exports is then given by

Sni,k ≡ Yi,k −
∑
m 6=n

Dmi,k

= Y P
i,kP

ω1
i,k

1−ω2
i,k

ii,k −
∑
m6=n

DP
mi,kP

1−σm,k
ii,k . (16)

Understanding the channels driving export supply is most accessible through the lens of the export

supply elasticity. We denote the export supply elasticity by ωSni,k as the partial derivative of lnSni,k with

respect to lnPni,k. Since this elasticity is conditional on trade costs τni,k, in conjunction with Equation (5),

we can derive,

ωSni,k ≡
∂ lnSni,k
∂ lnPni,k

=

ω1
i,k

1−ω2
i,k
Yi,k −

∑
m6=n(1− σm,k)Dmi,k

Yi,k −
∑

m 6=nDmi,k
. (17)

Equation (17) presents the slope of export supply as a function of price for movements along the curve

(potentially off of equilibrium). General equilibrium models of trade deliver export supply in an explicit

form only at equilibrium by way of intersecting it with import demand. As such, understanding how export

supply operates off the equilibrium point is as valuable as it is challenging.

Interpreting observed data as the baseline equilibrium of our model, we are here deriving the slope

of export supply based on an infinitesimal change from the baseline equilibrium point (the intersection of

export supply and import demand) to an off-equilibrium point along the export supply curve. To do so, let

λni,k ≡ Sni,k/Yi,k be the share of sales of origin i to destination n in industry k, which we refer to as export

penetration.4 In the baseline equilibrium, export supply equals import demand, Xni,k = Sni,k = Dni,k, and

so Yi,k − Σm 6=nXmi,k = Xni,k. Therefore,

Yi,k
(Yi,k −

∑
m 6=nXmi,k)

=
1

λni,k
and

Xmi,k

(Yi,k −
∑

m 6=nXmi,k)
=
λmi,k
λni,k

.

4In contrast, πni,k =
Dni,k∑
iDni,k

denotes the share of expenditures of destination n on origin i in industry k, which we refer

to as import penetration.
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Now we can rewrite the export supply elasticity as a function of export penetration and model parameters,5

ωSni,k =
1

λni,k

ω1
i,k

1− ω2
i,k

−
∑
m 6=n

λmi,k
λni,k

(1− σm,k) (18)

where ω1
i,k and ω2

i,k are the sub-elasticities given by (13) and (14). Notice, the export supply elasticity from

i to n (ωSni,k) depends on the relative importance of market n to i’s sales elsewher (i.e., export penetration

λni,k). Export supply curves are immediately more elastic in smaller destinations, and perfectly elastic as

λni,k → 0 leads to ωSni,k →∞. Effectively, this is the relevant assumption underlying a small open economy

employed in a large part of the trade literature. Intuitively, if n’s consumption of good k is negligible relative

to the global consumption of good k, shocks to n’s imports do not tangibly impact global markets.

Controlling for export penetration (λni,k), the export supply elasticity (ωSni,k) contains information about

changes to; (1) total production Yi,k, whose effect is summarized by ω1
i,k relative to (1 − ω2

i,k) weighted by

the inverse of export penetration, and (2) sales elsewhere, which is summarized by a weighted sum of import

demand elasticities elsewhere (1− σm,k) where weights are relative export shares (λmi,k/λni,k). The former

shows that an exporter reacts to a higher price in industry k by reallocating (possibly) more resources to

that industry. The latter describes how other markets react to a higher price in k by purchasing less from

that industry. In essence, ω1
i,k governs total supply and ω2

i,k distributes excess supply such that their ratio

embodies the allocations needed to deliver exports of k from i to destination n.

This interaction between total supply and sales elsewhere forms and reforms the export supply curve

as shocks hit the economy. Equation (18) thus has two immediate implications. First, export supply can be

downward sloping due to the interaction between elasticities that govern scale economies and imperfections

in resource mobility. Second, the export supply elasticity varies over time in an endogenous manner as

export penetrations change over time.

2.6.1 Sufficient Elasticities for General Equilibrium Analysis

Notably, recasting the model as one of supply and demand does not detract from general equilibrium analysis.

To illustrate the precise set of data and parameters required to perform comparative statics analysis, we

show here how supply and demand parameters are sufficient to close the model. This illustration clarifies

what elasticities are required from estimation, and the broad usefulness of export supply.

For a generic variable x, let x̂ ≡ x′/x denote the ratio of its corresponding value x′ in a new equilibrium

to that of the baseline equilibrium x. Consider a set of shocks, or “policy”, as changes to iceberg trade costs

dnik, and tariffs tni,k, along with productivity and demand shifters, P =
{
d̂ni,k, t̂ni,k, âi,k, β̂n,k, b̂ni,k

}
. We

specify baseline equilibrium values as B =
{
Xn, δn, Yn,k, tni,k, πni,k

}
, and tote that the change to trade costs

5 In addition to our derivation here, we have shown that an approach based on the exact hat algebra yields identical results.
We refer the reader to Appendix 1.3 for this supplemental derivation.
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are given by τ̂ni,k = d̂ni,k(1+ t̂ni,ktni,k)/(1+ tni,k). Then, given a policy P, baseline values B, and parameters

ω1
i,k, ω

2
i,k, σn,k, an equilibrium in changes consists of price changes p̂ii,k, such that Equations (19)–(24) hold.

Ŷi,k = â
ω1
i,k

i,k Φ̂
1−ω1

i,k

i p̂
ω1
i,k

ii,k (Industry revenue) (19)

Φ̂i =

∑
k∈K Ŷi,kYi,k∑
k∈K Yi,k

(Income per capita) (20)

X̂nXn = (1 + δn)
∑
k

Ŷn,kYn,k +
∑
i

∑
k

t̂ni,ktni,kX̂ni,kXni,k (Total expenditure) (21)

P̂ni,k = â
−ω2

i,k

i,k Φ̂
ω2
i,k

i p̂
1−ω2

i,k

ii,k τ̂ni,k (Price index) (22)

X̂ni,k =
b̂ni,kP̂

1−σn,k
ni,k∑

`∈N πn`,k b̂n`,kP̂
1−σn,k
n`,k

β̂n,kX̂n (Trade flows) (23)

Yi,kŶi,k =
∑
n∈N

Xni,kX̂ni,k (Market clearing) (24)

Provided that baseline values B are observed and Equations (19)–(24) have a solution, the set of supply

and demand elasticities {ω1
i,k, ω

2
i,k, σn,k} are sufficient for quantifying the full vector of equilibrium changes

to prices, trade flows, revenues, and expenditures {p̂ii,k, P̂ni,k, X̂ni,k, Ŷi,k, Φ̂i, X̂n} in response to any policy P.

In particular, once ω1
i,k and ω2

i,k are known, one does not require estimates of the microeconomic elasticities

governing labor mobility (εi), external (φi,k) internal (ηi,k) economies of scale to perform counterfactuals.6

Given this sufficiency statement, we continue by examining ω1
i,k and ω2

i,k across existing models by way

of dissecting the elements that form these elasticities. We highlight how differences in underlying channels

translate into implications for export supply in general. This analysis informs our empirical methodology to

follow. Given their sufficiency, we focus on product markets in order to estimate ω1
i,k, ω

2
i,k, σn,k. Section 3

will show how to take advantage of our derivation of export supply elasticities to jointly estimate product

market supply and demand.

2.6.2 Discussion: Across Model Comparisons

To collect general intuition linking export supply to model channels, here we spell out forces at work behind

the export supply elasticity by reporting ω1
i,k and ω2

i,k in simpler models nested within ours. Table 1 selects a

few prominent models from the literature for explicit analysis.7 We apply the underlying assumptions from

6 We present equations that define equilibrium in changes with respect to wages {wi,k} in Appendix 1.1. In addition, we
have conducted the following numerical cross check. For values {φi,k, ηi,k, εi} we calculate ω1

i,k and ω2
i,k, then once compute

equilibrium in changes using equations (A.1)–(A.8) for wages wi,k using {φi,k, ηi,k, εi, σn,k}, then compute equilibrium in changes
using Equations (19)–(24) for prices {pi,k} using {ω1

i,k, ω
2
i,k, σn,k}. We check that the two exercises produce the exact same set

of aggregate variables.
7Two comments come in order. First, since we have defined export supply elasticities in terms of value of exports with

respect to price, an elasticity of unity means that quantity of exports remains unchanged with respect to a price change. Second,
we can replace EK everywhere in the table with Armington, keeping in mind that σnk is related to the dispersion of Fréchet
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these models in order to demonstrate the transparency through which export supply captures the interaction

between microeconomic channels that are operative across or within these models. Each of these modeling

choices implicitly impose restrictions on the export supply elasticity ωSni,k through their implied restrictions

on the total supply elasticity (ω1
i,k) and excess supply elasticity (ω2

i,k).

Table 1: Components of export supply elasticity across trade models

Model Parameters ω1
i,k ω2

i,k

(1) Multi-sector EK(a) εi →∞, ηi,k →∞, φi,k = 0 ∞ 0

(2) + ext econ(b) εi →∞, ηi,k →∞, φi,k > 0 −1
φi,k

0

(3) + imp mob(c) εi > 1, ηi,k →∞, φi,k = 0 εi 0

(4) + imp mob + ext econ εi > 1, ηi,k →∞, φi,k > 0 εi
1−(εi−1)φi,k

0

(5) Multi-sector Krugman εi →∞, ηi,k = σnk = σ̄k, φi,k = 0 ∞ ∞

(6) + nested CES(d) εi →∞, ηi,k = η̄k 6= σnk = σ̄k, φi,k = 0 ∞ ∞

(7) + ext econ εi →∞, ηi,k = σnk = σ̄k, φi,k > 0 −1
φi,k

−1
φi,k(σ̄k−1)

(8) + imp mob εi > 1, ηi,k = σnk = σ̄k, φi,k = 0 εi
εi−1
σ̄k−1

(9) + imp mob + ext econ εi > 1, ηi,k = σnk = σ̄k, φi,k > 0 εi
1−(εi−1)φi,k

εi−1
1−(εi−1)φi,k

1
σ̄k−1

Notes: We abbreviate imperfect labor mobility as “imp mob”, and external economies of scale as “ext econ”.

(a) Costinot et al. (2012) (b) Kucheryavyy et al. (2016). (c) Galle et al. (2017) (d) Lashkaripour and Lugovskyy

(2018).

First, consider a class of multi-sector Eaton and Kortum (2002) models in which varieties produced by

a country are perfectly substitutable with one another, as ηik → ∞. Consequently, there are no internal

returns to scale, and the excess supply elasticity (ω2
i,k) is necessarily zero. Put another way, models without

variety differentiation do not generate direct export supply linkages across countries. However, extensions of

Eaton and Kortum (2002) allow for a flexible range of total supply elasticities (ω1
i,k) through the interaction

between parameters governing resource mobility (εi) and external returns to scale (φik). This interaction

is summarized in the elasticity of total supply (ω1
i,k). Scanning down the first four rows of Table 1, we see

total supply (Yi,k) is more elastic (lower slope) the greater are external returns to scale or when resources

are more mobile across industries. Specifically, for a given change to price of products within an industry

there is a nonlinear change to the wage in that industry, which induces changes to employment and output.

The following spells out the interaction of these forces:

ω1
i,k ≡

∂ lnYi,k
∂ ln pii,k

=
( ∂ lnYi,k
∂ lnwi,k

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

εi

/(∂ ln pii,k
∂ lnwi,k

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
1−(εi−1)φi,k

.

productivity shocks in EK whereas it is the elasticity of substitution across countries in Armington.
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To provide a specific example, the model developed by Galle et al. (2017) analyzes a special case in

which labor is imperfectly mobile (∞ > εi > 1) and there are no external returns (φi,k = 0). This model

implies a textbook total supply curve with a constant positive slope given by 1/ω1
i,k = 1/εi. This result

makes clear that production and exports in countries with more mobile resources (i.e., greater εi) will be

more elastic. A complementary example is Kucheryavyy et al. (2016). There, positive external returns to

scale (φi,k > 0) interact with perfect labor mobility (εi →∞). Labor supply to any industry is consequently

perfectly elastic, which implies there will be no dampening effect on the extent to which external returns

to scale lower marginal costs of production. In other words, a rise in wage wi,k directly increases price pii,k

and simultaneously lowers marginal costs as the scale of industry (supply of efficiency units Ei,k) expands.

The indirect force lowering marginal cost dominates the otherwise standard wage effect if resources can

be reallocated across industries with sufficient mobility. In the Kucheryavyy et al. (2016) case of perfect

mobility and positive external returns, resources are sufficiently mobile to drive the slope of total supply

to a negative value. The slope of total supply is then 1/ω1
i,k = −φi,k, which is negative and steeper in

country-industry pairs with stronger external returns to scale.

In the most general case, allowing for both imperfect labor mobility and external returns, the slope of

total supply in principle may take any real-valued number. Relevant to our subsequent empirical analysis,

there is no general restriction on the sign of ω1
i,k. In contrast, the most restrictive case removes external

returns and assumes perfect labor mobility. These assumptions deliver the standard multi-sector Eaton and

Kortum (2002) as in Costinot et al. (2012). Export supply is then perfectly elastic as supply in an industry

responds fully to price changes in the face of costless factor reallocation given the linear relationship between

wages and prices. Tangentially, this is the implicit assumption underlying identification of import demand

in the empirical gravity literature (e.g., Anderson and Wincoop (2003)).

Next, consider a class of multi-sector Krugman (1980) models in which varieties within a country-

industry pair are not perfect substitutes. Then, internal returns to scale operate through an endogenous

mass (number) of product varieties produced by each country-industry. In contrast, Eaton and Kortum

(2002) and its extensions assume the mass of products is fixed within every country-industry pair. Generally,

internal returns to scale are reflected in the relationship between the variety level price index and firm level

prices. This relationship gives rise to the excess supply elasticity (ω2
i,k), and can be spelled out using the

following decomposition:

1− ω2
i,k ≡

∂ lnPii,k
∂ ln pii,k

=
(∂ lnPii,k
∂ ln pii,k

∣∣∣Mi,k

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

1

−
(∂ lnPii,k
∂ lnMi,k

∣∣∣pii,k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

ηi,k−1

(∂ lnMi,k

∂ ln pii,k

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(εi−1)

1−(εi−1)φi,k

.

Here, by putting the two channels
(
∂ lnMi,k/∂ ln pii,k

)
and

(
∂ lnPii,k/∂ lnMi,k|pii,k

)
together, ω2

i,k summa-

rizes the relationship between the marginal cost of a firm and the price index that disciplines the demand
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behavior.8

Consider the elasticity of the mass of firms (Mi,k) with respect to the price charged by a typical firm

(pii,k). An increase in the price pii,k implies an increase in wage wi,k, which in turn implies an increase in the

supply of total output as well as prospective profits for a typical firm in the industry. The increase in firm

profitability induces entry, and increases the mass of firms. This relationship, ∂ lnMi,k/∂ ln pii,k, depends on

labor mobility and external returns to scale. Although this channel operates by putting together standard

mechanisms in the literature, we are not aware of any particular paper that allows for these mechanisms to

coexist. Extensions of the Krugman model typically assume zero external returns to scale (φi,k → 0) and

perfect labor mobility (εi →∞). As a result, the marginal cost of a firm does not change when the mass of

firms Mi,k rises. For this reason, the firm level price is perfectly inelastic with respect to the mass of firms

(i.e.,
(
∂ lnMi,k/∂ ln pii,k

)−1
= 0).

In an extension in which labor is imperfectly mobile (∞ > εi > 1) and scale economies are purely

internal (φi,k = 0), an increase in the price of a typical firm pii,k implies an increase in wage wi,k. In turn

the scale of employment (Ei,k) and, by relation the mass of firms (Mi,k), increase with prices. The extent

of this relationship is governed by the elasticity of labor mobility as ∂ lnMi,k/∂ ln pii,k = (εi − 1). That is

to say, countries with more mobile factors of production (higher εi) experience larger increases of Mi,k in

response to price as resources can be more flexibly reallocated to the higher paying industry.

Alternatively, Row 7 of Table 1 demonstrates that if labor is perfectly mobile (εi → ∞), but we allow

for positive external returns to scale (φi,k > 0), an increase in the price that firms charge in an industry has

to be accompanied by a decrease in the scale of production in that industry (i.e., the total supply elasticity

is downward-sloping as 1/ω1
i,k = −φi,k). Declining output then means less prospective profits for a typical

firm which in turn implies less entry. In this case, ∂ lnMi,k/∂ ln pii,k = (−1/φi,k) < 0, reflecting a negative

relationship between the mass of firms (Mi,k) and price (pii,k). In other words, a larger φi,k leads to a more

downward-sloping total supply. Consequently, an increase in firm level prices brings about a larger decrease

in profits, which discourages potential entrants from paying the fixed costs of entry.

The second channel at work
(
∂ lnPii,k/∂ lnMi,k|pii,k

)
, highlights the well-studied margin of gains from

variety. This literature asserts that an increase in the mass of varieties within an exporter-industry pair lowers

the associated price index faced by consumers as consumers inherently value a greater set of varieties. This

relationship is governed by the degree of differentiation among product varieties within exporter-industry

pairs, reflected by 1/(ηi,k − 1). In a typical Krugman (1980) model, the extent to which products are

differentiated across countries is the same as that across firms within a country, ηi,k = σn,k = σ̄k. In a more

generalized setup, such as Lashkaripour and Lugovskyy (2018), ηi,k could be larger than σn,k meaning that

varieties within a country are differentiated but to a lesser extent than across countries. Hence, consumers’

gains from variety is less than what is implied by a typical Krugman (1980) model. This margin will

8We refer the reader to Appendix 1.3 for the full derivation.
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be reflected in the ratio
ω2
i,k−1

ω1
i,k

. In other words, the export supply elasticity (ωSni,k), which fundamentally

contains the ratio, simultaneously captures internal production tradeoffs and tradeoffs faced by exporters in

demand for their varieties across destinations. Explicitly, in the case of Lashkaripour and Lugovskyy (2018)

the export supply elasticity collapses to ωSni,k = 1
λni,k

(σ̄k − η̄k) + (1 − σ̄k) which is necessarily negative if

η̄k > σ̄k ≥ 1, and smaller than the a standard multi-sector Krugman (1980) which delivers ωSni,k = (1− σ̄k).

We conclude our discussion by highlighting a takeaway for our estimation. Suppose we were to narrow

our focus on one particular channel, say factor mobility εi. For instance, Galle et al. (2017) uses the China

shock in the US to identify εi. Two issues arise. First, expanding their analysis to many countries is infeasible

due to data limitations. Second, their estimates and methodology are specific to their model which assumes

away returns to scale. The implications for export supply are documented by rows (3) and (8) of Table 1.

Using their preferred estimate of εi = 2, it is immediate that the implied slope of total supply is ω1
i,k = 2

and the slope of excess supply ω2
i,k is either 0 or 1

σ̄k−1 . While we are not particularly interested in model

identification exercises, it is worth pointing out that targeting particular channels of the model in isolation

inherently limits the scope of the analysis. Put another way, by isolating a particular channel the empirical

specification (potentially) implies the model or vice versa.

Interdependence between underlying micro parameters is a key motivator behind our analysis. Since

our model nests a wide range of common general equilibrium trade models with different perspectives on

the range and magnitudes of supply elasticities, our empirical application will aim to be agnostic as to the

precise model generating the data. Specifically, instead of targeting microeconomic parameters in isola-

tion {εi, φi,k, ηi,k, σi,k} we aim at estimating supply and demand elasticities {ω1
i,k, ω

2
i,k, σi,k}. The benefits of

targeting supply and demand elasticities are the abundance of cross country and product data. Our method-

ology will confront the data flexibly and allow the data to speak to the operable microeconomic channels

of the model without imposing ex ante restrictions. We have shown supply and demand elasticities are

sufficient to conduct policy analysis as they efficiently summarize the interaction between micro parameters.

Our estimates will thus readily highlight the channels at work and their magnitudes across countries and

industries as we refer back to Table 1.

3 Estimation

Our goal is to utilize minimal data and constraints in order to estimate import demand and export supply

elasticities. Our strategy will allow the data to speak freely to these market elasticities, which we will

decompose following the model in order to back out model primitives. For each period t trade flows from

exporter i to importer n in industry k, our model yields export supply and import demand locally of the
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form:

lnSni,kt = ω̃Sni,kt ln pni,kt + δni,k + δn,kt + ϕni,kt (Export Supply)

lnDni,kt = σ̃Dni,k ln pni,kt + υni,k + υn,kt + ρni,kt (Import Demand), (25)

where pni,kt is the price of a typical variety (unit value in trade data), Sni,kt is the value of exports from i

to n, and Dni,kt is the value of imports by n from i. Both supply and demand contain shifters that vary

across different dimensions. We denote these shifters as import demand fixed effects υ and export supply

fixed effects δ. Generically, supply and demand fixed effects vary at the level of importer-exporter-industry

and industry-year. For instance, υn,kt represents the importer price index and total expenditure for industry

k in period t. Additionally, supply and demand contain importer-exporter-industry-year shifters ϕni,kt and

ρni,kt. For supply, ϕni,kt is mainly comprised of unobserved productivity shocks, and, for demand, ρni,kt

is mainly comprised of unobserved demand shocks. Market elasticities are the export supply (ω̃Sni,kt) and

import demand (σ̃Dni,k) elasticities. Notice that the preceding market elasticities were derived with respect

to model consistent price indices Pni,k, which are not observed by an econometrician. Turning to estimation

requires converting these elasticities with respect to data consistent prices pni,k (i.e., unit values). Export

supply and import demand elasticities with respect to pni,kt are derived structurally as,

ω̃Sni,kt ≡
∂ lnSni,kt
∂ ln pni,kt

=
1

λni,kt
ω1
i,k −

∑
m 6=n

λmi,kt
λni,kt

(1− σm,k)(1− ω2
i,k)

σ̃Dni,k ≡
∂ lnDni,kt

∂ ln pni,kt
= (1− σn,k)(1− ω2

i,k), (26)

where the sub-elasticities ω1
i,k and ω2

i,k are as defined by Equations (13) and (14).

Our supply and demand equations, described by (25)-(26), clarify restrictions imposed on market es-

timators in the literature. Beyond functional forms, the takeaways from mapping the theory to supply

and demand estimation are threefold. First, we should not be constraining demand and supply elasticity

estimates to the orthant where demand slopes downward and supply slopes upward. Second, export supply

elasticities (ω̃Sni,kt) are structurally composed of two sub-supply elasticities ω1
i,k and ω2

i,k, the import demand

elasticity σn,k, and export penetration ratios λni,kt. Third, when using unit values (standard trade data) in

place of transaction prices (theoretical prices), the net import demand elasticity (σ̃Dni,k) is importer-exporter-

industry specific and is confounded by the sub-supply elasticity (1 − ω2
i,k). Each of these takeaways drive

the admissible range and variation of elasticities. Ultimately, we will estimate the sub-supply elasticities

ω1
i,k ∈ (−∞,∞) and ω2

i,k ∈ (−∞,∞), that vary by exporter-product, and the elasticity of substitution

σn,k ∈ (1,∞), that varies by importer-product. In contrast to the literature, common methods for jointly

estimating supply and demand (e.g., Broda and Weinstein (2006)) estimate a restricted export supply elas-

ticity ω̃Sni,kt = ωSn,k ∈ (0,∞) and an import demand elasticity σ̃Dni,k = 1− σn,k ∈ (−∞, 0) that both vary by
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importer-product.

Precision regarding the variation in market elasticities and their admissible ranges is necessitated by

our methods for jointly estimating import demand and export supply. Our model demonstrates a number of

hurdles associated with applying standard methodologies. First, the scale of the estimation (many importers

and exporters trading many goods) rules out instrumental variable (IV) strategies (e.g., Khandelwal (2010)),

since we would need to develop at least two instruments for each importer-exporter-product in our data

– exogenous shifters of demand (supply) that trace out supply (demand). Second, these challenges are

magnified as the export supply elasticity (ω̃Sni,kt) is time varying. To be clear, one would potentially require

an IV that exogenously shifts only demand for every importer-exporter-product-year in order to estimate

export supply elasticities. We thus find IV for this class of models infeasible on a large scale.9

An alternative to IV in the international trade literature are heteroskedastic market estimators (e.g.,

Feenstra (1994), Broda and Weinstein (2006) and Soderbery (2015)). Our model lends some support to

this method. Specifically, we structurally derive an export supply curve similar in nature to their assumed

iso-elastic form. Additionally, one key identifying assumption of the method is that supply and demand

“error” terms (ϕni,kt and ρni,kt) are independent over time. Our model supports this assumption provided

productivity shocks ai,kt and demand shocks bni,kt are independent.10 However, the second key identifying

assumption in the literature is that import demand and export supply elasticities are constant over time and

homogeneous across exporters in a particular destination, which our model refutes in general. The following

will develop a structural heteroskedastic estimator of our more general model and show how to overcome

these identification hurdles.

3.1 Estimation Procedure

Applying an heteroskedastic estimator is structural in nature. We will allow the data to speak to the

range of the elasticity estimates, but apply the restrictions in their variation and functional forms derived

from the model. In the spirit of generality, our method is developed such that it can be applied using

publically accessible data recording trade flows and domestic production. We integrate bilateral trade data

from CEPII-BACI that is based on ComTrade, with production data from UNIDO, and bilateral tariff data

9Two uses of instruments that cannot be feasibly applied to multiple countries and industries come to mind. First, an
instrument that is a meaningful object in only one industry. For example, Costinot et al. (2019) construct an instrument
based on disease-related variables, a strategy that is only applicable to the industry they study – pharmaceuticals. Second,
strategies that depend on the availability of firm-level data. For example, the approach taken by Lashkaripour and Lugovskyy
(2018) requires detailed data on firm-level imports by origin country (their method is applied to Colombia). Generalizing these
approaches to multiple industries or multiple countries is hindered both by the nature of instrumental variable construction and
the availability of detailed data on the global level.

10The exact conditions that ensure supply and demand error terms are more complicated. We disentangle these error terms
and lay out the full set of assumptions for the estimator in Appendix 1.6. We demonstrate the estimator fundamentally hinges
on independence between productivity shocks to the exporter ai,kt and demand shocks in the import market bni,kt, but also
note a portion of the error term remains in the standard methodology. We describe how fixed effects will be used to control for
this remaining term, as it is effectively the variance of productivity shocks which is an exporter specific constant.
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from MacMap. Required by the availability of production records, we merge our data into 16 manufacturing

industries and one non-manufacturing. We take also from CEPII-BACI export unit values, which we combine

with bilateral tariff data to construct import unit values.

Our challenge is estimating the endogenous system in (25) with an unbalanced panel of values and

quantities across importers and exporters. We first convert supply and demand into market shares. This

aligns the data with the theoretical model and alleviates potential measurement error in recorded trade

flows (c.f., Feenstra (1994)). Let πni,kt denote the share of import value by n captured by exporter i.

Additionally, supply and demand fixed effects δ and υ are unobservable in the data so we will use first- and

reference-differencing to eliminate them, which yields,

∆j lnπni,kt = ∆(ω̃Sni,kt ln pni,kt)−∆(ω̃Snj,kt ln pnj,kt) + ∆jϕni,kt

∆j lnπni,kt = σ̃Dni,k∆ ln pni,kt − σ̃Dnj,k∆ ln pnj,kt + ∆jρni,kt,

where ∆ denotes the first difference and superscript j denotes the reference difference.11 Disparities between

this system and the standard from the literature (e.g., Feenstra (1994)/Broda and Weinstein (2006)) emerge.

Notice, export supply elasticities are first differenced as they vary over time with import shares. Time

variation in export supply elasticities results from export penetration (λni,k) in the model affecting the

slope of export supply. Explicitly, exporters divide excess supply to trade partners around the world. As

such, export supply elasticities to a given destination are shaped by domestic production and total exports

to all other destinations. Each of these characteristics may vary over time, which poses a problem for

heteroskedastic identification in general. The following will show how to overcome the limitations of the

standard estimators.

Under our assumption of error independence, we can multiply the preceding equations together to begin

constructing the estimator. The resulting system is:

(∆j lnπni,kt)
2 = ∆

(
(σ̃Dni,k + ω̃Sni,kt) ln pni,kt

)
∆j lnπni,kt − σ̃Dni,k∆ ln pni,kt∆(ω̃Sni,kt ln pni,kt)

−∆
(
(σ̃Dnj,k + ω̃Snj,kt) ln pnj,kt

)
∆j lnπni,kt + σ̃Dnj,k∆ ln pnj,kt∆(ω̃Snj,kt ln pnj,kt) (27)

+ σ̃Dni,k∆ ln pni,kt∆(ω̃Snj,kt ln pnj,kt)− σ̃Dnj,k∆ ln pnj,kt∆(ω̃Sni,kt ln pni,kt) + ∆jϕni,kt∆
jρni,kt.

To briefly contrast with the literature, if we were to assume demand and supply elasticities were homogenous

and constant such that σ̃Dni,k = σi,k and ω̃Sni,kt = ωi,k ∀ n, t, Equation (27) would reduce precisely to the

estimator developed by Feenstra (1994). Since homogeneous import demand and export supply elasticities

are not supported by the model, Feenstra (1994)’s identification strategy breaks down. Soderbery (2018)

discusses this possibility (with no theoretical basis) in the context of constant heterogeneous export supply

elasticities (i.e., ω̃Sni,kt = ωSni,k ∀ t), and develops a heteroskedastic estimator that leverages contact of

11For instance, ∆j lnπni,kt ≡ (lnπni,kt − lnπni,kt−1)− (lnπnj,kt − lnπnj,kt−1).
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exporters in multiple markets. We will borrow much of the intuition developed by Soderbery (2018) to

construct our estimator, but note our additional identification hurdle will be addressing time variation in

the export supply elasticities.

At this point, a brief discussion of these heteroskedastic market estimators is warranted. In the absence

of believable instruments, estimating supply and demand suffers from well-known simultaneity bias. Equa-

tion (27) highlights these issues – every proposed regressor is endogenous. Feenstra (1994)’s innovation is an

extension of Leamer (1981). They demonstrate that while a regression such as Equation (27) is endogenous

in levels, it is exogenous under the assumption that E[∆jϕni,kt,∆
jρni,kt] = 0 after averaging over time. The

proposed averaging in essence converts the system into a regression of market share variances on price and

market share variances and covariances. Soderbery (2015) calls this procedure a mapping of “Leamer (1981)

hyperbolae” into data. Feenstra (1994) demonstrated this mapping yields consistent estimates of import

demand and export supply using only a time series from a single importer provided the elasticities do not

vary across exporters or over time. Our modeling demonstrates that market elasticities generally are both

heterogenous across importer-exporter pairs and and vary over time.

Soderbery (2018)’s estimator is intuitively the same as Feenstra (1994)’s, but shows how to identify

heterogenous elasticities. Essentially, the process for identifying more degrees of heterogeneity in elasticity

estimates requires introducing another market for the same (i, k) product variety. Equation (27) describes

the import market n across origins (i, k). Under heterogeneity, we additionally require an equation that

specifies the export market i across destinations (n, k). This market explains export market shares, λni,kt

(i.e., the share of total exports by i destined for n). The construction is similar to Equation (27), except our

reference differencing will subtract a reference destination o. Notice, supply and demand error terms in the

export market are comprised of the same productivity and taste shifters as the import market. Multiplying

supply and demand across destinations now yields:

(∆o lnλni,kt)
2 = ∆

(
(σ̃Dni,k + ω̃Sni,kt) ln pni,kt

)
∆o lnλni,kt − σ̃Dni,k∆ ln pni,kt∆(ω̃Sni,kt ln pni,kt)

−∆
(
(σ̃Doi,k + ω̃Soi,kt) ln poi,kt

)
∆j lnλni,kt + σ̃Doi,k∆ ln poi,kt∆(ω̃Soi,kt ln poi,kt) (28)

+ σ̃Dni,k∆ ln pni,kt∆(ω̃Soi,kt ln poi,kt)− σ̃Doi,k∆ ln poi,kt∆(ω̃Sni,kt ln pni,kt) + ∆oϕni,kt∆
oρni,kt.

Soderbery (2018) shows that if export supply elasticities are constant over time, jointly estimating Equations

(27) and (28) can identify import demand and export supply elasticities. We have shown that export supply is

effectively excess supply from the exporter destined for the importer. Consequently, export supply elasticities

internalize exports to all destinations, which is embodied by export penetration weights (λni,kt) underlying

the super-export supply elasticity (ω̃Sni,kt). Rather than attempting to estimate super-elasticities as written,

we will unbundle the preceding equations and estimate the sub-elasticities in Equation (26). This creates

additional identification challenges, as we are now requiring the estimator to identify three elasticities; σn,k,

ω1
i,k and ω2

i,k. Notice, that the elasticities to be estimated are no longer time varying provided we have data
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on export penetration.

Treating export penetration as data coalesces the estimator. Since λni,kt is comprised of the same

(endogenous) price and value variables as the regressors in Equations (27) and (28), the intuition of het-

eroskedastic identification is unchanged. Namely, we are effectively weighting the hyperbolae by export

penetration ratios. Additionally, this weighting facilitates separately identifying ω1
i,k from ω2

i,k. It is conve-

nient to rearrange the super export supply elasticity for estimation as:

ω̃Sni,kt ≡
∂ lnSni,kt
∂ ln pni,kt

=
1

λni,kt
ω1
i,k −

1− λni,kt
λni,kt

(1− σn,k)(1− ω2
i,k) +

∑
m 6=n

λmi,kt
λni,kt

(σm,k − σn,k)(1− ω2
i,k).

The first term highlights the relationship between ω1
i,k and λni,kt. We will thus be able to identify ω2

i,k

from ω1
i,k as the second and third terms are tied together with the elasticity of substitution σn,k and interact

differently with λni,kt. Put another way, the sub-export supply elasticities are weighted by different variation

in the data. In essence this provides the estimator with multiple hyperbolae to achieve identification.

Simultaneously estimating Equations (27) and (28) after averaging each over time yields estimates of the

sub-elasticities σn,k, ω
1
i,k and ω2

i,k that are consistent provided supply and demand shocks are independent

and hyperbolae across origins and destinations are not asymptotically proportional. Put more simply, the

Leamer (1981) and Feenstra (1994) methodology whereby variances and covariances of prices and quantities

can be used to consistently estimate supply and demand, as long as supply and demand shocks are het-

eroskedastic across exporters, is still the basis of the estimator. What we have added to the model leverages

the structure of the underlying model to bound the variation and ranges of the elasticity estimates. Ad-

ditionally, identification comes from jointly estimating the import and export markets and utilizing export

penetration data along with the model’s constraints as highlighted by the model.

3.2 Market Estimates

To get a sense of our market elasticity estimates, Table 2 constructs inverse super-export supply elasticities

(1/ωSni,kt) and presents their mean and median statistics across exporters and importers in the largest indus-

tries in our data.12 Elasticity of substitution estimates are the most directly comparable to the literature.

Ninety percent of our estimates across all products and countries fall between 1.63 and 7.64. The range and

the variation presented in Table 2 are in line with a broad literature.

Evidence regarding export supply elasticities is relatively scant.13 Heteroskedastic estimates of export

supply elasticities vary widely across studies. Broda et al. (2008) estimate an average inverse super-export

supply elasticity of 75.69 with a median of 1.78 for a handful of developing countries. Those estimates do not

12Given the scope of our estimates, we will construct statistics in the full sample but limit our presentation to the seven
largest products and countries in our data.

13The literature historically focuses on the inverse export supply elasticity (1/ωSni,kt ≡ ∂pni,kt/∂Sni,kt), which we will maintain
for comparison purposes and call the super-export supply elasticity in the following.
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allow for heterogeneity, time variation, or negative elasticities in export supply. Soderbery (2018) extends

the estimator to allow for heterogeneity, but still produces relatively large estimates with an average of 68.55

and median of 0.69 for all countries and products. The only study we are aware that allows for negative

values when estimating export supply is Costinot et al. (2019). Their methodology is only directly applicable

to US exports of pharmaceuticals, for which they estimate an inverse export supply elasticity of -0.14. In

comparison, our average estimate for Chemicals and Chemical Products (which contains pharmaceuticals) is

-0.012 with a relatively large standard deviation of 0.016. Costinot et al. (2019) compare their estimates to

Basu and Fernald (1997) and Antweiler and Trefler (2002), which both suggest an export supply elasticity

around -0.23 for pharmaceuticals. We will expand on this assertion structurally through the model, but

roughly the more negative is the slope of export supply, the stronger are economies of scale. Our estimates

suggest that office and computing machinery thus presents the strongest economies of scale amongst our

estimated products with an average inverse export supply elasticity of -0.024. The following will delve into

the differences between our estimates and some of the isolated estimates from the literature in the context

of the model and counterfactuals. However, we find the patterns of our estimates to be broadly comparable

to the literature, and the deviations from the literature to be quite intuitive.

Table 2: Market Super-Elasticity Estimates by Product

Inverse Export Supply
Total Trade Elasticity (1/ωSni,kt) Elasticity of Substitution (σi,k)

Industry ($Trillions) Mean Med SD Mean Med SD

Textiles 0.836 −0.014 −0.009 0.024 2.749 2.789 0.787
Chemicals 2.274 −0.012 −0.006 0.016 3.120 3.182 1.223
Basic metals 0.919 −0.004 −0.001 0.008 3.788 3.198 2.069
Machinery and Equipment 1.835 −0.010 −0.005 0.015 3.137 3.199 0.591
Computers and Electronics 2.574 −0.024 −0.012 0.031 2.476 2.658 0.617
Motor Vehicles and Trailers 1.329 −0.013 −0.006 0.018 3.070 3.199 1.417
Furniture Manufacturing 0.522 0.001 −0.002 0.015 3.142 3.200 1.742
Notes: Total Trade is for 2017 in trillions of US dollars. Mean is the average and Med is the median estimate
across all goods within the country. SD is the standard deviation.

Generally, heteroskedastic elasticity estimates present with a long right tail and large differences across

deciles. Overall, our export supply estimates are considerably more tame than other heteroskedastic esti-

mators, with ninety percent of all products and countries falling between -0.063 and 0.012. We are hesitant

to read too much into these broad distributional and level differences with the literature, but at first glance

relaxing the constraint that the export supply slopes up is supported by the data. Additionally, the variation

we observe in Table 2 within products follows intuitive patterns. Office and computing machinery present

the most downward sloping export supply curves. We find this result to be in line with reduced form em-

pirical evidence on the related mechanism of home market effects. For example, Hanson and Xiang (2004)

argue that industries with more differentiated products and higher transport costs present with strong home

market effects. Office and computing machinery contains computers which likely face high costs of trans-

portation and are highly differentiated (further supported by their low import demand elasticity estimates,
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which yield an average σi,k of 2.476). Section 4.3 more precisely analyzes home market effects implied by

our model and estimates, but more downward sloping export supply curves are suggestive of the strength

of this channel. In contrast to computers, furniture manufacturing produces upward sloping export supply

curves on average. It is intuitive to us that returns to scale operate more strongly in industries such as

computing and automobiles than industries such as as basic metals and furniture manufacturing. This in-

tuition underlies our estimated export supply elasticities which become less negative as we move from more

differentiated (e.g., computers and autos) to less differentiated (e.g., metals and furniture) industries.

Table 3: Market Super-Elasticity Estimates by Country

Inverse Export Supply
Elasticity (1/ωSni,kt) Elasticity of Substitution (σn,k)

Country Mean Med SD Mean Med SD

Canada −0.026 −0.022 0.028 2.930 3.199 0.549
China −0.004 −0.002 0.006 3.439 3.197 1.920
Germany −0.006 −0.004 0.006 3.138 3.200 0.529
India −0.001 −0.001 0.002 2.899 3.200 0.701
Japan −0.008 −0.004 0.014 3.145 3.200 0.790
UK −0.007 −0.005 0.007 3.295 3.195 1.999
USA −0.007 −0.003 0.014 3.563 3.190 1.852
Notes: Mean is the average and Med is the median estimate across all
goods within the country. SD is the standard deviation.

Not only do countries export products at different intensities, our estimates reveal they also export

with different fundamental elasticities. Table 3 presents summary statistics of our super-elasticities across

all products imported and exported within each country. Finally to provide a sense of the microeconomic

channels implied by our estimates, Table 4 presents summary statistics for our sub-export supply elasticity

estimates. Examining the distribution of sub-elasticities within each country (i.e., across industries), the US,

China and India appear to be the most responsive when reallocating resources across industries. Specifically,

the average sub-export supply elasticity governing aggregate supply (ω1
i,k) in these countries are relatively

large on average.

Table 4: Market Sub-Elasticity Estimates by Country

Aggregate Supply Elasticity (ω1
i,k) Excess Supply Elasticity (ω2

i,k)

Country Mean Med SD Mean Med SD

Canada 2.104 2.265 0.325 1.121 1.156 0.310
China 2.261 2.292 0.162 1.051 1.176 0.417
Germany 2.119 2.379 0.420 1.189 1.172 0.108
India 2.266 2.281 0.230 1.202 1.166 0.096
Japan 2.170 2.253 0.268 1.140 1.160 0.323
UK 2.167 2.296 0.365 1.190 1.173 0.093
USA 2.204 2.290 0.246 1.224 1.166 0.109
Notes: Mean is the average and Med is the median estimate across all goods

within the country. SD is the standard deviation.
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4 Equilibrium Analysis & Applications

Our model and estimates lend themselves to a wide range of applications. The following will focus on three

applications in order to highlight the role of microeconomic channels in determining partial and general

equilibrium international outcomes: (1) pass-through of recent US tariffs to prices and allocations, (2)

gains from trade, and (3) home market effects. We are particularly interested in changes to prices and the

allocation that drive welfare implications associated with various shocks to economies.

4.1 Application: Tariffs

We begin by providing a deeper look into how countries react to particular shocks through factor market

reallocations and product market outcomes by studying the recent US China trade war. This focused

application provides useful insight into the microeconomic pinnings of the macroeconomic outcomes (e.g.,

welfare) driven by specialization. To show how our model and estimates can be used for tariff analysis, we

take two steps. First, we derive tariff pass-through rates and report their magnitudes and variation across

markets. Second, we examine the general equilibrium implications of recent US tariff policy.

4.1.1 Pass-through Rates of Tariffs to Consumer Prices

The effectiveness of unilateral trade policies crucially depends on the extent to which such policies change

international prices. Consider an increase in tariffs imposed by importer n on products of industry k

from exporter i. We define the partial equilibrium pass-through rate (zni,k) as the partial derivative of log

consumer price index Pni,k in the importing country with respect to log ad-valorem equivalent tariff:

zni,k ≡
∂ lnPni,k
∂ ln τni,k

=
1

1 +
(

1
ωSni,k

)
(σn,k − 1)(1− πni,k)

. (29)

The pass-through rate (zni,k) is a function of the export supply elasticity (ωSni,k), import demand elasticity

(σn,k), and import share (πni,k). Additionally, pass-through is bounded between 0 and 1 if ωSni,k ≥ 0,

σn,k ≥ 1. In this (standard) case, given the import share, the greater are the export supply and import

demand elasticities, the greater is the pass-through of tariffs to consumer prices. Given export and import

elasticities, the pass-through rate additionally rises with the market share of (i, k) in country n.14

As a primer to what follows, we subsequently examine recent US tariffs applied against Chinese exports.

Applying our estimates to Equation (29), we find pass-through from China to US consumers to be centered

around unity with only minor deviations across industries.15 Recall, Chinese export supply is relatively

14See Appendix 1.4 for the derivation.
15Column (5) of Table 5 fully reports partial equilibrium pass-through rates of recent US tariffs imposed on Chinese goods.
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elastic on average (Table 3). Our estimates thus imply that US tariffs have virtually no impact on Chinese

producer prices in partial equilibrium. Consequently, the burden of recent tariffs lie almost entirely onto US

consumers. These results are consistent with recent studies from Fajgelbaum et al. (2019) and Amiti et al.

(2019) which found near complete pass-through of US tariffs using reduced form empirics applied to partial

equilibrium models of trade.

However, it is important to emphasize that pass-through rates from Equation (29) are partial equi-

librium in nature. In general equilibrium, interconnections across markets and interdependencies in trade

policy may imply different pass-through rates when importer tariffs are substantial enough to induce broad

reallocations by the exporter. For this reason, we next consider the general equilibrium impact of the recent

US protectionist policies. We will compare partial and general equilibrium pass-through rates given our

estimates and highlight the channels driving their differences.

4.1.2 General Equilibrium Impact of Tariffs

While the channels determining pass-through in partial equilibrium also operate in general equilibrium, the

shifts to export supply curves in industries facing tariff changes are accompanied by (potentially costly)

reallocations by the exporter. These reallocations lead to additional adjustments by exporters to shipped

and delivered prices. In order to decompose the mechanisms of tariff responses, we consider a recent example

of extreme and unexpected tariffs applied by the US. Over the course of 2018, the United States increased

tariffs on a wide range of its imports from China. We study the general equilibrium implications of these

increases in US tariffs on Chinese goods. Column (1) of Table 5 records the changes in ad valorem equivalent

tariff rates across industries.16

As mentioned before, partial equilibrium pass-through rates of US tariffs on the price index of Chinese

goods in the US market (i.e., ∆ lnPUSA,CHN,k/∆ ln tUSA,CHN,k) are reported in Column (5). On average, pass-

through of US tariffs are full and range from 97.77% in paper to 107.70% in furniture. In Column (6)

we allow for general equilibrium linkages. The resulting pass-through rates range between 60% for textiles

and 79.37% for electronics. These pass-through rates are significantly lower than those implied by partial

equilibrium rates reported in Column (5). The differences arise due to general equilibrium linkages whereby

a tariff on one industry alters resource allocations and costs across all industries in the exporting country.

The results in our general equilibrium exercise echo recent theories of trade policy. These theoretical

results as in Costinot et al. (2015) and Beshkar and Lashkaripour (2016) assert that the optimal tariff

for the importer is uniform across industries. Additionally, Beshkar and Lashkaripour (2016) demonstrate

that optimal tariffs across industries are complementary. These results are obtained in frameworks that

16Values are extracted from Fajgelbaum et al. (2019) and applied to only Chinese goods (in case other exporters are also
targeted), and to the entire industry (in case a subset of products are targeted within that industry). We hold tariffs elsewhere
unchanged and suppose that in our baseline equilibrium there are no tariffs for the sake of clarity.
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have shut down certain mechanisms in comparison to our model (e.g., they impose perfect labor mobility).

Nonetheless, they illustrate an important margin of optimal unilateral policy which remains operative in

our more general model. Intuitively, an importer can exercise a higher degree of market power by imposing

tariffs on all industries of an exporting country. That is to say, tariffs ranging across exporter industries do

not allow the exporter to reallocate resources in order to escape the distortionary effects of the policies.

Table 5: Pass-through rates onto US consumers from US tariffs on Chinese goods

Import Elasticities Partial General Equilibrium

Industry ∆ Tariff Share 1/ωSni,k σn,k Equilibrium Full Single

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Food 0.10 0.72% 0.000 3.040 100.02% 59.88% 98.87%
Textile 0.10 47.03% −0.013 3.198 101.52% 59.39% 91.38%
Wood 0.10 3.65% −0.001 3.200 100.12% 59.74% 100.07%
Paper 0.10 1.40% 0.010 3.097 97.99% 63.65% 97.67%
Petroleum 0.10 0.18% −0.002 3.200 100.34% 58.99% 100.01%
Chemical 0.10 2.67% −0.003 3.182 100.54% 59.55% 99.29%
Rubber 0.11 8.16% −0.020 1.964 101.84% 61.57% 101.16%
Mineral 0.14 3.63% −0.001 3.209 100.31% 70.17% 100.18%
Basic Metal 0.11 2.32% 0.002 3.088 99.51% 65.25% 99.20%
Fabricated Metal 0.15 5.21% −0.003 3.199 100.62% 72.08% 100.38%
Machinery 0.10 12.27% −0.008 2.377 100.93% 58.94% 100.46%
Electronics 0.22 30.33% −0.015 2.035 101.07% 79.31% 98.74%
Electric Machinery 0.20 16.14% −0.003 2.789 100.52% 78.06% 99.56%
Vehicle 0.20 1.78% −0.001 6.890 100.42% 78.25% 99.24%
Other Transp 0.14 1.41% −0.001 3.210 100.12% 69.48% 100.03%
Furniture 0.12 23.65% −0.012 8.613 107.70% 70.24% 93.82%

Note: Column (1) reports percentage changes in USA statutory tariffs against China. We extract these values from Table
2 in Fajgelbaum et al. (2019) and apply them to USA tariffs on Chinese goods and to the entire industry in case a subset of
products within an industry are targeted. Column (2) reports partial US import share from China, and Column (3) reports
estimates of supply and demand elasticities. In Column (5) we report partial equilibrium pass-through rates according to
Equation (29). In Columns (6) and (7) we report the general equilibrium pass-through rates of US tariffs on US consumers
for tariff increases that are reported in Column (1). Column (6) reports results when tariffs are imposed on only a single
industry at a time, whereas Column (7) reports results when tariffs are imposed on all industries.

To shed more light on the importance of interconnectedness across industries, Column (7) reports the

general equilibrium results from tariff increases on the reported Chinese industries if they had happened

one at a time. The resulting pass-through rates are almost the same as the partial equilibrium ones.

Intuitively, since the exporting country reallocates resources to non-targeted industries at the time of the

tariff, the general equilibrium wage effects remain negligible if US tariffs had been staggered across the

Chinese economy.

4.2 Welfare Analysis: Gains from Channels of Trade and Specialization

Given the strong general equilibrium reallocations highlighted by our tariff application, we now turn to more

broadly quantifying the welfare effects of trade and trade liberalization. We characterized in Section 2.6.1

that for any given policy P Equations (19)–(24) solve for equilibrium in changes. Additionally, general

equilibrium analysis only requires baseline data B, and minimal set of parameters {σn,k, ω1
n,k, ω

2
n,k} for every
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country and industry in the world. The resulting change to welfare for every country n is then,17

Ŵn =
∏
k

π̂
−

βn,k
σn,k−1

nn,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
T̂R

∏
k

r̂

βn,k(ω2
n,k−1)

ω1
n,k

n,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
ŜP

. (30)

Given expenditure shares βn,k as well as changes to π̂nn,k, r̂n,k, trade elasticities (σnk − 1) and (ω2
n,k−1)/ω1

n,k

are sufficient statistics for welfare analysis. The first set of terms, T̂R, governed by π̂nn,k and βn,k/(σn,k − 1)

have been studied extensively in the literature beginning with Arkolakis et al. (2012). We call this portion

of welfare the trade channel. The second set of terms, ŜP , governed by r̂n,k and βn,k(ω
2
n,k − 1)/ω1

n,k, which

we call the specialization channel, has been relatively less studied.

The key elasticity for analysis is the ratio (ω2
n,k−1)/ω1

n,k, which equals the inverse negative of the elasticity

of total supply Yi,k with respect to variety-level price index at the location of production Pii,k. In other words,

how total supply responds in relation to the industry price index governs the impact of resource reallocations

on welfare. We refer to this ratio of supply elasticities (ω2
n,k−1)/ω1

n,k as the specialization elasticity, because

it reflects the combined effects from elasticities that govern scale economies and labor mobility. We can see

these two effects clearly if we shut down the other.

First consider the case of no scale economies, then (ω2
n,k−1)/ω1

n,k = −1/εn < 0. In this case, controlling

for the trade channel, the industry to which more resources will be allocated decreases welfare through the

adjustment costs of reallocation channel. Consider the thought experiment where productivity in services

increases relative to manufacturing industries due to a technological shock. Consequently, some fraction

of high efficiency workers in manufacturing reallocate from the contracting manufacturing sector to the

expanding service sector. This selection margin compresses the average efficiency of workers in services

inducing a negative contribution to welfare through the specialization channel. Specialization effects are

more pronounced in countries with less labor mobility (i.e., where εi is smaller).

Convoluting the adjustment cost channel are economies of scale. Consider the same thought experiment

where manufacturing is contracting, but shut down the adjustment cost channel by assuming workers are

perfectly mobile (i.e., εn →∞). Then, (ω2
n,k−1)/ω1

n,k = 1
ηn,k−1 + φn,k > 0. Resources allocated to an industry

positively contribute to welfare through scale economies. In general, the interplay between the adjustment

costs of reallocation and benefits from scale economies give rise to the combined elasticity (ω2
n,k−1)/ω1

n,k.

Passing the combined channels to welfare depends on the response to the vector of industry-level revenue

shares (r̂n,k) and the specialization elasticity weighted by the expenditure share on the industry (βn,k). Table

6 reports the specialization elasticity across the models considered in Table 1.

Similar to our discussion around Table 1, models based on Eaton and Kortum (2002) or Krugman (1980)

impose restrictions on the sign and magnitude of the specialization channel. In comparison, our framework

17We refer the reader Appendix 1.2 for a full derivation.
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allows for combinations of the mechanisms that have been studied in isolation. To be specific, our estimates

suggest economies are generally characterized by imperfect mobility along with internal and external returns

to scale of varying degrees. Each of these channels appear to operate in the data, but economies of scale

seem to dominate in general as 97% of our estimates of the specialization elasticity lie between 0.039 and

0.209.18

Table 6: Components of combined mobility-scale elasticity across trade models

Model Parameters
ω2
n,k−1

ω1
n,k

Multi-sector EK(a) εn →∞, ηn,k →∞, φn,k = 0 0

+ ext econ(b) εn →∞, ηn,k →∞, φn,k > 0 φn,k

+ imp mob(c) εn > 1, ηn,k →∞, φn,k = 0 − 1
εn

+ imp mob + ext econ εn > 1, ηn,k →∞, φn,k > 0 − 1
εn

+ εn−1
εn

φn,k

Multi-sector Krugman εn →∞, ηn,k = σnk = σ̄k, φn,k = 0 1
σ̄k−1

+ nested CES(d) εn →∞, ηn,k = η̄k 6= σnk = σ̄k, φn,k = 0 1
η̄k−1

+ ext econ εn →∞, ηn,k = σnk = σ̄k, φn,k > 0 1
σ̄k−1

+ φn,k

+ imp mob εn > 1, ηn,k = σnk = σ̄k, φn,k = 0 − 1
εn

+ εn−1
εn

1
σ̄k−1

+ imp mob + ext econ εn > 1, ηn,k = σnk = σ̄k, φn,k > 0 − 1
εn

+ εn−1
εn

(
1

σ̄k−1
+ φn,k

)
Notes: (a) Costinot et al. (2012). (b) Kucheryavyy et al. (2016). (c) Galle et al. (2017) (d)

Lashkaripour and Lugovskyy (2018)

A multi-sector Krugman (1980) model highlights the interplay of these channels on welfare. There

we can see the benefits from scale economies and adjustment costs of specialization interact in interesting

ways. The former drives up gains from trade as exporters scale up production in traded industries, while the

latter drives down welfare as the exporter finds it costly to allocate additional resources to these growing

industries. Throughout our analysis the specialization elasticity (ω2
i,k−1)/ω1

i,k has played a central role. This

elasticity effectively governs (re)allocations within and across industries in general equilibrium. As such, its

prominence in welfare is quite intuitive.

Table 7 presents our estimates of the specialization elasticity across countries for each manufacturing

industry in our data. We record the mean, median, minimum and maximum of our estimates to provide a

sense of the variation across countries. The first thing that stands out from our estimates is an occasionally

wide distribution across countries. Textiles, for instance, produce a specialization elasticity that ranges from

-0.601 for Indonesia to 0.178 for India. Roughly, the larger is this elasticity the stronger are returns to scale.

Conversely, lower elasticities indicate less (more costly) factor mobility. Values below zero indicate the costs

of factor reallocations exceed the gains from returns to scale.

18The 3% of our estimates below zero are spread across four industries in China, Japan, Canada and Indonesia.
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Table 7: Specialization Elasticities

Specialization Elasticity

(
ω2
n,k−1

ω1
n,k

)
Estimates Across Countries Literature

Industry Mean Min Med Max LL BCDR

Food, Beverages and Tobacco 0.050 0.042 0.051 0.066 0.265 0.16
Textiles 0.102 -0.601 0.155 0.178 0.207 0.12
Wood Products 0.052 0.040 0.053 0.056 0.270 0.11
Paper Products 0.115 -0.448 0.151 0.181 0.397 0.11
Coke/Petroleum Products 0.064 0.042 0.063 0.106 1.758 0.07
Chemicals 0.084 0.071 0.082 0.098 0.212 0.20
Rubber and Plastics 0.156 0.118 0.160 0.173 0.162 0.25
Mineral products 0.067 0.055 0.068 0.072 0.186 0.13
Basic metals -0.020 -0.449 0.045 0.051 0.189 0.11
Fabricated Metals 0.077 0.068 0.078 0.084 0.189 0.13
Machinery and Equipment 0.068 0.061 0.069 0.073 0.100 0.13
Computers and Electronics 0.172 0.116 0.172 0.210 0.453 0.09
Electrical Machinery 0.072 0.055 0.075 0.082 0.453 0.09
Motor Vehicles and Trailers 0.078 0.054 0.078 0.164 0.133 0.15
Other Transport Equipment 0.118 0.090 0.117 0.172 0.133 0.16
Furniture Manufacturing -0.046 -0.565 0.057 0.176 – –

Notes: LL refers to Lashkaripour and Lugovskyy (2018). BCDR refers to Bartelme et al. (2018).

The final two columns of Table 7 present the specialization elasticity implied by recent estimates from

Lashkaripour and Lugovskyy (2018) and Bartelme et al. (2018). Comparing our estimates with the literature

requires some caution. Lashkaripour and Lugovskyy (2018) assume perfectly mobile factors and only internal

returns to scale in an application to Columbia. Bartelme et al. (2018) assume perfectly mobile factors

and only external returns to scale. In both cases, the resulting elasticities that map to the specialization

elasticity are assumed to be industry-specific, and are necessarily positive due to assuming perfect labor

mobility. Generally, both alternative methodologies generate larger estimates than ours. This might be

expected as the model suggests that perfect labor mobility drives up the combined elasticity. However,

a direct comparison is difficult because, in addition to methodological differences, our data and variation

leveraged for estimation are fundamentally different. Conditional on those caveats, we believe the differences

that emerge are suggestive evidence that imperfect labor mobility is a real friction (level differences) in the

data and external returns to scale dominate internal returns to some extent (correlation patterns).

4.2.1 Quantifying the Gains from Trade and Trade Liberalization

In this section, we quantify the gains from trade as the amount of welfare loss generated from a move

to autarky. Additionally, we further the analysis by developing the gains from trade liberalization as the

amount of welfare generated by elimination of tariffs in all manufacturing industries between all countries.

We first apply Equation (30) to obtain the gains from trade formula. Since in autarky πAnn,k = 1 and

rAn,k = βn,k, it follows that π̂nn,k = 1/πnn,k and r̂n,k = βn,k/rn,k. Consistent with the literature, we define
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the gains from trade as the loss of welfare when a country moves from the observed equilibrium to autarky,

GFTn ≡
Wn −WA

n

Wn
= 1−∆Wn = 1−∆TR

n ∆SP
n , (31)

where the “trade channel” (∆TRn), and the “specialization channel” (∆SPn) are given by,

∆TRn =
∏
k

π

βn,k
σnk−1

nn,k and ∆SPn =
∏
k

(
βn,k/rn,k

)βn,k(ω2
n,k−1)

ω1
n,k . (32)

Given model parameters, ∆TR
n is larger if the observed domestic expenditure share πknn is smaller. That is

to say, more open economies would lose more in a shift to autarky. These are the classic Arkolakis et al.

(2012) gains from trade. The specialization channel (∆SP
n ) comprises forces that can operate with opposing

tension. Deviation between the expenditure share (βn,k) and the revenue share (rn,k) in an industry k

necessarily implies deviation in at least one other industry in that country. This specialization channel thus

captures enhancement and depression of efficiency in allocations of productive resources induced by trade.

The contribution of this divergence ratio (βn,k/rn,k) to welfare is raised to the specialization elasticity, which

summarizes the tensions in the model driven by the degree of labor mobility and returns to scale. The

aggregate effect of the specialization channel on welfare is then given by,

log ∆SPn =
∑
k∈K

log ∆SPn,k where log ∆SPn,k ≡
βn,k(ω2

n,k−1)

ω1
n,k

log
(
βn,k
rn,k

)
. (33)

Accordingly, we refer to (− log ∆SPn,k) ≈ 1−∆SPn,k as the contribution of industry k to gains from trade

in country n through the specialization channel when controlling for the trade channel.

When βn,k < rn,k, resources would move to industry k as the country transitions from autarky to the

baseline trade equilibrium. If in addition (ω2
n,k−1)/ω1

n,k > 0, the contribution of industry k to welfare is positive

as − log ∆SPn,k > 0. In this case, the country is reallocating resources to the industry exploiting economies

of scale. Economies of scale dominate costly reallocations in this example, which boosts gains from trade.

Conversely, if βn,k > rn,k, resources would move out of industry k in the transition from autarky to the

baseline. If in addition (ω2
n,k−1)/ω1

n,k > 0, then again the contribution of industry k to welfare is positive.

Here, resources are being reallocated away from the industry k where the costs of reallocation exceed the

gains from returns to scale, which agains boosts the gains from trade through specialization.

The interaction of the forces underlying production and exports are a result of the general flexibility in

the export supply elasticities (ω1
n,k and ω2

n,k) we allow for relative to existing models in the literature. For

example, Table 6 demonstrates the model developed by Galle et al. (2017) yields (ω2
n,k−1)/ω1

n,k < 0, such that

the specialization channel always boosts welfare for βi,k > ri,k. In contrast, Kucheryavyy et al. (2016) and

Lashkaripour and Lugovskyy (2018) generate a positive specialization elasticity, such that the specialization

channel always reduces welfare for βi,k > ri,k. In summary, when the specialization elasticity is positive
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(negative), an industry from which resources are removed necessarily contributes to dampen (boost) gains

from trade through the specialization channel. By allowing for scale economies and imperfect labor mobility,

we provide and quantify new insight into the microfoundations of gains from trade.

Applying our estimates and data, of Table 8 reports the gains from trade for a handful of countries.

Additionally, we decompose the contribution of the trade channel and the specialization channel in deter-

mining overall gains from trade across countries. The contribution of specialization channel is rather small

reflecting the competing welfare effects of industries that expand with those that shrink. Overall, the gains

from trade generated by our model are in line with multi-industry models in the literature (c.f., Costinot

and Rodŕıguez-Clare (2014)).

Table 8: Gains from Trade and Trade Liberalization

Gains from Trade Gains from Trade Liberalization

Welfare Trade Specialization Welfare Trade Specialization

Country 1−∆W 1−∆TR 1−∆SP Ŵ T̂R ŜP

Canada 8.97% 9.12% −0.16% 0.53% 0.55% −0.02%
China 1.60% 1.52% 0.08% 0.20% 0.20% 0.00%
Germany 9.40% 9.58% −0.19% 0.49% 0.48% 0.01%
India 1.98% 2.07% −0.08% 0.22% 0.21% 0.01%
Japan 2.06% 2.11% −0.05% 0.24% 0.26% −0.03%
UK 11.92% 12.19% −0.32% 0.36% 0.37% −0.01%
USA 2.04% 2.27% −0.23% 0.19% 0.28% −0.09%

Note: Panel (A) reports the gains from trade with 1 − ∆W , 1 − ∆TR, 1 − ∆SP calculated according to

equations (31) and (32). Gains from liberalization reports welfare changes from counterfactual elimination

of all international manufacturing tariffs. We obtain Ŵ , T̂R, and ŜP by computing equilibrium in changes

as described by Equation (30).

Of additional and related interest, we next consider a counterfactual policy that eliminates all tariffs in

the manufacturing industries. Our most recent year of data are from 2017, which will serve as our baseline

trade equilibrium levels including welfare and tariffs. We compute the equilibrium in changes predicted by

our model and estimates described in Section 2.6.1 in a counterfactual world where tariffs are reduced to

zero globally. The resulting gains represent the extent to which welfare in every country reacts to the general

equilibrium reallocations induced by global free trade.

The final three columns of Table 8 report the gains from trade liberalization. Gains from liberalization

are modest compared to the gains from trade. This result is expected since tariffs themselves are historically

low in the baseline and all countries decreasing tariffs simultaneously brings with it countervailing effects. In

order to further decompose these effects, we apply Equation (30) to decompose the gains from liberalization

into trade and specialization channels. Gains from the specialization channel are not necessarily positive or

negative, and their absolute values are smaller than those from the trade channel. The relative magnitudes of

the trade and specialization channels broadly echo the estimates from gains from trade. However, in certain

countries the patterns of reallocation differ between the two exercises. For instance, specialization negatively

impacts welfare in Germany with trade. With liberalization this pattern is reversed, suggesting the current
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structure of global tariffs is leading to misallocations. That is to say, by reallocating production in response

to liberalization Germany realizes efficiency gains through returns to scale. In contrast, specialization in the

US across both exercises negatively impacts welfare. However, moving from autarky to trade the negative

impact of specialization is merely one tenth of the total welfare effect, while in the move to free trade

accounts for nearly one third of the overall welfare effect. This suggests that it is particularly costly to

reallocate resources in the USA in order to adjust to the new free trade equilibrium.

4.3 Home Market Effects

In this section, we use our model and estimates to shed light on the strength of scale economies reflected in

home market effects. To do so, we examine the sign and magnitudes of elasticities of exports and imports in

every country-industry pair with respect to home demand. For instance, for electronics industry in China,

we specifically answer this question: If Chinese demand for electronics increased exogenously by one percent,

then by how many percents Chinese exports and imports of electronics would change? Generally speaking,

elasticities of exports and imports with respect to home demand are meant to measure the percentage change

in exports and imports in an industry when home demand for that industry exogenously rises.

We compute these elasticities as follows. First, we rewrite Cobb-Douglas demand shifters βn,k as

βn,k = bn,k/(bn,1 + ...+ bn,K), where bn,k is home demand for industry k. Let b′n,k denote a new set of home

demand parameters, where b′n,k = bn,k + ∆ for k = j, and b′n,k = bn,k for k 6= j. This process generates a

new set of Cobb-Douglas parameters β′n,k in which the share of spending on k = j is higher than that of

k 6= j. Export and import elasticities with respect to home demand for country-industry pair (n, j) are then

defined by,

βXn,j ≡
S′n,j/Sn,j − 1

b′n,j/bn,j − 1
, and βMn,j ≡

D′n,j/Dn,j − 1

b′n,j/bn,j − 1
. (34)

The literature distinguishes between weak and strong home market effects, as discussed by Costinot

et al. (2019). Weak home market effects present when βX > 0, and strong home market effects when

βX > βM .

We conduct N ×K counterfactual exercises in which for every country n and industry j, one at a time,

we numerically compute a new equilibrium for a local change to bn,j . Comparing exports and imports in

the baseline and new equilibrium allows us to calculate βXn,j and βMn,j for every country-product pair. We

report the full table of our results in Appendix (Tables A.1, A.2), and plot them in Figure 1 to connect with

a broad literature studying home market effects.

Several observations stand out. First, across all estimates βXn,j is more likely to be large when βMn,j is

small. The reason lies in the forces that affect exports and imports in opposite directions. An increase

in exports due to home demand originates from an increase in total supply. Since a sufficient rise of total
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supply helps satisfy total demand, there will be less demand for foreign goods and less imports.

In addition, there is a substantial heterogeneity in our estimated elasticities across industries and coun-

tries. Despite this heterogeneity, weak home market effects (i.e. cases with βM > βX > 0) are a prevalent

outcome. In contrast, no home market effects or strong home market effects are rare outcomes across

industries and countries.

The closest comparison to our estimates is with Costinot et al. (2019) who find evidence for strong home

market effects in the pharmaceutical industry. Their baseline estimates for the pharmaceutical industry are

βX = 0.93 and βM = 0.54. In our data, the closest we have to pharmaceuticals is the chemicals which

includes pharmaceuticals along with several non-pharmaceutical industries. For chemicals in the US, we

obtain βX = 0.14 and βM = 0.89 which support the assertion of weak home market effects in the US

chemical industry.

Figure 1: βX and βM

Notes: βX and βM are elasticities of exports and imports with respect to home demand for every industry-country

pair. Weak home market requires βX > 0 and strong home market effect requires βX > βM .

4.4 Channel Estimates

We have shown how to utilize market elasticity estimates in a range of applications from evaluating policy

to estimating aggregate outcomes such as gains from trade. Here we take the model and estimates a bit

further by dissecting the microeconomic channels of the model. Doing so requires taking a precise stand on

the underlying model. Here we will show how to use our (general) market elasticity estimates to uncover

the (specific) underlying parameters of our model.
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Our goal here is to exploit the estimated differences in sub-export supply elasticities across exporters

and products they export in order to uncover the deeper model parameters. Export supply sub-elasticities

govern how exporters supply domestic versus foreign markets and across foreign markets. The first sub-

elasticity (ω1
i,k) governs aggregate supply. The second sub-elasticity (ω2

i,k) governs how exporters divide

excess supply across destinations with different demand elasticities. In combination, ω1
i,k relative to ω2

i,k will

provide insight into the internal frictions the exporter faces when reallocating resources across industries.

Specifically, we can write the ratio of ω2
i,k and ω1

i,k depending solely on microeconomic model parameters:

ω2
i,k

ω1
i,k

= εi−1
εi

1
ηi,k−1 . (35)

The ratio of ω2
ni,k and ω1

ni,k is thus a nonlinear combination of only two parameters from the model, εi

and ηi,k. Furthermore, the model bounds the sign and variation of the ratio. Notice the parameter governing

the labor supply elasticity εi > 1 is exporter specific and does not vary across goods, while the parameter

governing external returns ηi,k > 1 is exporter-product specific.

Table 9: Model Parameter Estimates

Labor Mobility Internal Returns (ηi,k) External Returns (φni,k)

Country (εi) Mean Med SD Mean Med SD

Canada 1.897 1.837 1.953 0.238 0.136 0.184 0.185
China 1.798 2.057 1.952 0.833 0.284 0.276 0.056
Germany 2.020 1.927 1.954 0.229 0.107 0.148 0.114
India 1.658 1.824 1.954 0.304 0.459 0.417 0.116
Japan 1.913 1.930 1.954 0.343 0.215 0.187 0.102
UK 1.784 1.995 1.952 0.867 0.312 0.322 0.146
USA 2.118 2.111 1.950 0.803 0.053 0.068 0.086

Notes: Mean is the average and Med is the median estimate across all goods within the
country. SD is the standard deviation.

Extracting these deeper parameters, however, requires a normalization to achieve identification. We

thus impose a proportionality assumption between each exporter’s elasticity of substitution (σi,k) and the

elasticity governing external returns (ηi,k). We find it plausible that the elasticity of substitution across firms

producing product k (ηi,k) is related to the substitutability across varieties of the product (σi,k).
19 Given

this normalization, we can jointly estimate εi and ηi,k by applying nonlinear least squares. Then with εi

and ηi,k in hand, we can further back out internal returns to scale (φi,k) implied by ω1
i,k and ω2

i,k themselves.

Table 9 reports our results.

19Explicitly we nonlinearly estimate εi and a proportionality parameter call it κ such that ηi,k = κσi,k after taking logs of in
Equation (35). This delivers the following nonlinear relationship, log(µi,k) = log( εi−1

εi
) + log( 1

κσi,k−1
), which can be estimated

via nonlinear least squares.
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5 Conclusion

We first developed a general equilibrium model that incorporates key channels from widely used models of

international trade. We recast these models as one of supply and demand in product markets through a

derivation of export supply from model primitives. Export supply was shown to contain unique information

regarding the microeconomic channels underlying general equilibrium models of trade. Specifically, we

demonstrated that export supply summarizes the interaction between elasticities that govern scale economies,

labor mobility, and demand for products.

Our derivation highlights three sub-elasticities underlying export supply; (1) the elasticity of total supply

with respect to product-level prices, (2) the elasticity of the industry level price index with respect to product

level prices, and (3) elasticity of demand with respect to price index. We showed how to estimate these

three channels by developing a heteroskedastic estimator for international product markets. Identification

of these three sub-elasticities required publicly available trade and production data. We further showed

that these three sub-elasticities are sufficient for quantitative predictions of aggregate outcomes (e.g., tariff

passthrough and gains from trade). That is, we not only estimate the model by projecting it into product

markets consisting of goods prices and quantities, but we also solve the model using that projection.

This exercise, whereby we developed a flexible model of trade, recast it as a general equilibrium model of

product markets and estimated the parameters driving aggregate outcomes, equipped us with tools to address

aggregate implications of trade-related shocks and policies. In particular, we examined the effects of recent

US protectionist policies on prices and welfare. Crucial for this exercise was general equilibrium analysis

and a flexible model and parameter estimates. We applied our model and estimates to shed light on the

importance of both of these dimensions when analyzing trade policy shocks (or any shock to international

trade). Rounding out the analysis, we conducted a final exercise dissecting the microeconomic channels

implied by our estimates as the meet the model. These channels were shown to crucially operate through

scale economies and labor mobility as they shape the aggregate behavior of the model.
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Appendix A Technical Notes

1.1 Equilibrium in Changes – Using wages and labor market clearing

Given “baseline” values Li,k, πni,k, Xni,k, and a “policy” as changes to iceberg trade costs dn,ik for all i, n, k, an equilibrium in

changes consists of ŵi,k for all i, k such that equations A.1-A.8 hold. Below, Li =
∑
k

Li,k and αni,k ≡ (σnk−1)((ηi,k−1)−1+φi,k).

L̂i,k = Φ̂−εii ŵεii,k (A.1)

Φ̂i =

[∑
k

Li,k
Li

ŵεii,k

]1/εi

(A.2)

Êi,k = Φ̂1−εi
i ŵεi−1

i,k (A.3)

Ŷi,k = Φ̂1−εi
i ŵεii,k (A.4)

π̂ni,k =
Ê
αni,k
i,k (d̂ni,kŵi,k)−(σnk−1)∑

` πn`,kÊ
αni,k
`,k (d̂n`,kŵ`,k)−(σnk−1)

(A.5)

P̂n,k =

[∑
`

πn`,kÊ
αni,k
`,k (d̂n`,kŵ`,k)−(σnk−1)

] 1
1−σnk

(A.6)

X̂ni,k = π̂ni,kΦ̂n (A.7)∑
n

X̂ni,kXni,k = Ŷn,k (A.8)

1.2 Welfare Gains

The change to indirect utility Wn ≡ In/Pn = γnLnΦn/Pn is given by

Ŵn =
W ′n
Wn

=
Φ̂n

P̂n

where P̂n =
∏
k

P̂nk, where P̂n,k is given by equation (A.6). Using equations A.3, A.5, and A.6,

P̂n,k = π̂
1

σnk−1

nn,k Ê

αnn,k
1−σnk
n,k ŵn,k = π̂

1
σnk−1

nn,k

(
Φ̂1−εn
n ŵεn−1

n,k

) αnn,k
1−σnk ŵn,k

Replacing for P̂n,k from the above equation, and since
∑
k

βn,k = 1,

Ŵn =
Φ̂n∏

k π̂

βn,k
σnk−1

nn,k

(
Φ̂−1
n ŵn,k

) βn,kαnn,k(εn−1)

1−σnk ŵ
βn,k
n,k

=
∏
k

π̂
−

βn,k
σnk−1

nn,k

∏
k

(
Φ̂−1
n ŵn,k

) βn,kαnn,k(εn−1)

σnk−1
(

Φ̂nŵ
−1
n,k

)βn,k
Given Φ̂−1

n ŵn,k = r̂
1/εn
n,k , and since αnn,k ≡ (σnk − 1)((ηn,k − 1)−1 + φn,k),

Ŵn =
∏
k

π̂
−

βn,k
σnk−1

nn,k

∏
k

r̂

βn,k
εn

[
−1+(εn−1)

(
(ηn,k−1)−1+φn,k

)]
n,k
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Using equations 13-14 which define ω1
i,k and ω2

i,k, we can rewrite the GFT formula as:

Ŵn =
∏
k

π̂
−

βn,k
σnk−1

nn,k

∏
k

r̂

βn,k(ω2
n,k−1)

ω1
n,k

n,k

This reproduces equation (31) in the main text. Given π̂nn,k, r̂n,k and Cobb-Douglas shares βn,k, sufficient statistics for gains

from trade are trade elasticity σnk − 1 and (ω2
n,k − 1)/ω1

n,k.

1.3 Components of Export supply elasticities

We restate equations 18 and 25 that report export supply elasticity with respect to price index and price of a typical variety,

ωSni,k ≡
lnSni,k
lnPni,k

=
1

λni,k

ω1
i,k

1− ω2
i,k

−
∑
m 6=n

λmi,k
λni,k

(1− σm,k)

ω̃Sni,k ≡
lnSni,k
ln pni,k

=
1

λni,k
ω1
i,k −

∑
m 6=n

λmi,k
λni,k

(1− σm,k)(1− ω2
i,k)

These two equations are connected through this relationship

∂ lnPii,k/∂ ln pii,k = (1− ω2
i,k)

In the next subsection, we provide detailed derivations of this relationship and other equations in Section 2.6. Then, we present

an alternative derivation of export supply elasticity based on exact hat algebra.

1.3.1 Derivations in Section 2.6

Using equation (2), we write wage wi,k as a function of price of a typical variety at the location of production pii,k,

wi,k = p
1

1−(εi−1)φi,k

ii,k

(
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

) 1
1−(εi−1)φi,k

(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

) φi,k
1−(εi−1)φi,k (A.9)

Replacing equation (A.9) into equation (3) we express total production Yi,k as a function of price of a typical variety at the

location of production pii,k,

Yi,k =
(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

)
wεii,k

=
(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

)[
p

1
1−(εi−1)φi,k

ii,k

(
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

) 1
1−(εi−1)φi,k

(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

) φi,k
1−(εi−1)φi,k

]εi

=
(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

) 1+φi,k
1−(εi−1)φi,k

(
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

) εi
1−(εi−1)φi,k p

εi
1−(εi−1)φi,k

ii,k

=
(
Liei,k

) 1+φi,k
εi

ω1
i,k
(
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

)ω1
i,k

Φ

1−ωi,k
ωi,k

i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y
p
i,k

p
ω1
i,k

ii,k (A.10)

which delivers equation (13),

ω1
i,k ≡

∂ lnYi,k
∂ ln pii,k

=
εi

1− (εi − 1)φi,k

In order to write Yi,k as a function of price index at the location of exports Pii,k, first we write mass of firms Mi,k as a function

of price pii,k. To do so, we replace Ei,k = LiΦ
1−εi
i ei,kw

εi−1
i,k into Mi,k = Ei,k/(ηi,kFi,k), and use equation (A.9) to replace wages
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by prices,

Mi,k =
LiΦ

εi−1ei,kw
εi−1
i,k

ηi,kFi,k

=
LiΦ

εi−1

ηi,kFi,k

[
p

1
1−(εi−1)φi,k

ii,k

(
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

) 1
1−(εi−1)φi,k

(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

) φi,k
1−(εi−1)φi,k

]εi−1

= (ηi,kFi,k)−1
(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

) 1
1−(εi−1)φi,k

(
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

) εi−1
1−(εi−1)φi,k p

εi−1
1−(εi−1)φi,k

ii,k (A.11)

Replacing this relationship into equation (5),

Pii,k = M
1

1−ηi,k
i,k pii,k

=

[
(ηi,kFi,k)−1

(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

) 1
1−(εi−1)φi,k

(
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

) εi−1
1−(εi−1)φi,k p

εi−1
1−(εi−1)φi,k

ii,k

] 1
1−ηi,k

pii,k

= (ηi,kFi,k)
1

ηi,k−1

(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

)− 1
ηi,k−1

1
1−(εi−1)φi,k

(
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

)− 1
ηi,k−1

εi−1
1−(εi−1)φi,k p

1− 1
ηi,k−1

εi−1
1−(εi−1)φi,k

ii,k

= (ηi,kFi,k)
1

ηi,k−1

(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

)− ω2
i,k

εi−1
(
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

)−ω2
i,k
p

1−ω2
i,k

ii,k (A.12)

which delivers equation (14),
∂ lnPii,k
∂ ln pii,k

= 1− ω2
i,k, ω2

i,k =
1

(ηi,k − 1)

(εi − 1)

1− (εi − 1)φi,k

By inverting equation (A.12),

pii,k =

[
(ηi,kFi,k)

1
ηi,k−1

(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

)− ω2
i,k

εi−1
(
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

)−ω2
i,k

]− 1
1−ω2

i,k

P

1
1−ω2

i,k

ii,k (A.13)

Replacing equation (A.13) into equation (A.10),

Yi,k =
(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

) 1+φi,k
εi

ω1
i,k
(
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

)ω1
i,k

[
(ηi,kFi,k)

1
ηi,k−1

(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

)− ω2
i,k

εi−1
(
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

)−ω2
i,k

]− ω1
i,k

1−ω2
i,k

P

ω1
i,k

1−ω2
i,k

ii,k

=
(
LiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

)ω1
i,k

[
1+φi,k
εi

+
ω2
i,k

(1−ω2
i,k

)(εi−1)

](
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

)ω1
i,k

ω2
i,k

(
ηi,kFi,k

)− ω1
i,k

ηi,k−1(1−ω2
i,k

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y P
i,k

P

ω1
i,k

1−ω2
i,k

ii,k (A.14)

which reproduces the first term in the RHS of equation (16).

1.3.2 Deriving export supply elasticity using exact hat algebra

Consider an exogenous increase in demand, bni,k, for exporter i, importer n, and good k. We have defined export supply

elasticity as the partial derivative of log exports value with respect to log price. Illustrated by Figure (A.1), the inverse of

export supply elasticity is given by

(ω̃Sni,k)−1 = tan(θ) =
∆1

d ln bni,k
=
d ln pni,k
d lnSni,k

(A.15)
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θ

d lnSni,k

Figure A.1: Export Supply Elasticity

In order to find ω̃ni,k, we use the exact hat algebra to calculate responses to a demand shock, b̂ni,k > 1. All other exogenous

parameters remain unchanged. In our calculations, consistent with taking into account only the partial derivatives, we ignore

the second order effects of a change in bni,k on factor rewards and aggregate income, so that ŵ`,k = 1 for all ` 6= i, and Φ̂n = 1

for all n. The numerator of equation (A.5) equals

b̂ni,kŵ
µni,k
i,k

where

µni,k ≡ (σn,k − 1)
(

(εi − 1)((ηi,k − 1)−1 + φi,k)− 1
)

The change to price index (A.6) is

P̂
1−σn,k
n,k = (1− πni,k) + πni,k b̂ni,kŵ

µni,k
i,k

Replacing the above expressions into equations (A.5), (A.6), (A.7), and ignoring second order effects, dxdy, for generic x and y,

D̂ni,k =
b̂ni,kŵ

µni,k
i,k

(1− πni,k) + πni,k b̂ni,kŵ
µni,k
i,k

Using x̂ = 1 + d lnx for a generic variable x,

1 + d lnDni,k =
(1 + d ln bni,k)(1 + µni,kd lnwi,k)

(1− πni,k) + πni,k(1 + d ln bni,k)(1 + µni,kd lnwi,k)

d lnDni,k =
1 + d ln bni,k + µni,kd lnwi,k

1 + πni,k(d ln bni,k + µni,kd lnwi,k)
− 1

d lnDni,k =
(1− πni,k)(d ln bni,k + µni,kd lnwi,k)

1 + πni,k(d ln bni,k + µni,kd lnwni,k)
(A.16)

In addition, using equations (A.7) and (A.4),

d lnDmi,k = µmi,kd lnwi,k (A.17)

d lnYi,k = εid lnwi,k (A.18)

Using market clearing equation (A.8) before and after the change to bni,k,

Dni,kd lnDni,k +
∑
m 6=n

Dmi,kd lnDmi,k = Yi,kd lnYi,k
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We now replace (A.16), (A.17), (A.18) into the above equation,

Dni,k

[
(1− πni,k)(d ln bni,k + µni,kd lnwi,k)

1 + πni,k(d ln bni,k + µni,kd lnwi,k)

]
+
∑
m 6=n

Dmi,kµmi,kd lnwi,k = Yi,kεid lnwi,k

Rearranging the above equation and ignoring second order effects, the wage response, d lnwi,k, to the demand shock, d ln bni,k,

is given by

d lnwi,k =
1− πni,k

εi
Yi,k
Dni,k

−
∑
m 6=n

Dmi,k
Dni,k

µmi,k − (1− πni,k)µni,k
d ln bni,k (A.19)

Replacing d lnwi,k from (A.19) into (A.16), and since d lnDni,k = d lnSni,k,

d lnSni,k = (1− πni,k)
[ εi

Yi,k
Dni,k

−
∑
m 6=n

Dmi,k
Dni,k

µmi,k

εi
Yi,k
Dni,k

−
∑
m 6=n

Dmi,k
Dni,k

µmi,k − (1− πni,k)µni,k

]
d ln bni,k (A.20)

In addition, equation (2) implies that d ln pni,k = (1− (εi − 1)φi,k)d lnwi,k. Replacing d lnwi,k from (A.19),

d ln pni,k =
(1− (εi − 1)φi,k)(1− πni,k)

εi
Yi,k
Dni,k

−
∑
m 6=n

Dmi,k
Dni,k

µmi,k − (1− πni,k)µni,k
d ln bni,k (A.21)

Using equations (A.20)-(A.21), the definition of export supply elasticity by equation (A.15), and µni,k ≡ (σn,k−1)((εi−1)((ηi,k−
1)−1 + φi,k)− 1),

ω̃Sni,k =
εi

Yi,k
Dni,k

−
∑
m 6=n

Dmi,k
Dni,k

(σm,k − 1)
(

(εi − 1)((ηi,k − 1)−1 + φi,k)− 1
)

1− (εi − 1)φi,k

=
1

λni,k
ω1
i,k −

∑
m 6=n

λmi,k
λni,k

(1− σm,k)(1− ω2
i,k)

where ω1
i,k and ω2

i,k are given by equations (13) and (14).

1.4 Pass-through Rates

Consider a change to τni,k, and that this is the only change to exogenous variables. Then, the change to price index is:

P̂
1−σn,k
ni,k = Ê

αni,k
i,k τ̂

1−σn,k
ni,k ŵ

1−σn,k
i,k

Using the aboves relationship, Êni,k = Φ̂1−εi
i ŵεi−1

i,k , and ignoring second order effects,

d lnPni,k = d ln τni,k +
µni,k

1− σn,k
d lnwi,k (A.22)

where

µni,k ≡ (σn,k − 1)
(

(εi − 1)((ηi,k − 1)−1 + φi,k)− 1
)

Similar to derivation of equation (A.19), we calculate d lnwi,k in response to d ln τni,k,

d lnwi,k =
1− πni,k

εi
Yi,k
Dni,k

−
∑
m 6=n

Dmi,k
Dni,k

µmi,k − (1− πni,k)µni,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
Υni,k

(1− σn,k)d ln τni,k (A.23)
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Replacing (A.22) into (A.23),

d lnPni,k =

[
1 + Υni,kµni,k

]
d ln τni,k

=
εi

Yi,k
Dni,k

−
∑
m 6=n

Dmi,k
Dni,k

µmi,k

εi
Yi,k
Dni,k

−
∑
m 6=n

Dmi,k
Dni,k

µmi,k − (1− πni,k)µni,k
d ln τni,k

Dividing the numerator and denominator by (1− ω2
i,k)(1− (εi − 1)φi,k), and rearranging terms gives the pass-through of trade

cost wedge to consumer price index, i.e. equation (29) in the main text,

zni,k ≡
d lnPni,k
d ln τni,k

=
ωSni,k

ωSni,k + (σn,k − 1)(1− πni,k)

The pass-through rate defined for the price of a typical variety can be then obtained as follows:

d lnPni,k = d lnPii,k + d ln τnik

zni,kd ln τni,k = (1− ω2
i,k)d ln pii,k + d ln τnik

d ln pii,k = −1− zni,k

1− ω2
i,k

d ln τni,k

It then follows that

d ln pni,k = d ln pii,k + d ln τni,k

d ln pni,k = −1− zni,k

1− ω2
i,k

d ln τni,k + d ln τni,k

z̃ni,k ≡
d ln pni,k
d ln τni,k

=
zni,k − ω2

i,k

1− ω2
i,k

If ω2
i,k = 0, then z̃ni,k = zni,k. If zni,k = 1, then z̃ni,k = 1 as well.

1.5 Uniqueness Condition

We connect our setup to Kucheryavyy et al. (2016) in order to reproduce their uniqueness condition for the setting of our model.

Using the employment allocation equation, we can write wage per unit of efficiency as:

wi,k = L
1/εi
i,k (Liei,k)−1/εiΦi

Then, using employment equation and Ei,k = LiΦ
1−εi
i ei,kw

εi−1
i,k , we can write aggregate supply of efficiency units as

Ei,k = (Liei,k)1/εiL
(εi−1)/εi
i,k

where αni,k ≡ (σn,k − 1)ψi,k, ψi,k ≡ (ηi,k − 1)−1 + φi,k. Combining the two above equations,

E
αni,k
i,k w

1−σn,k
i,k = γ

αni,k
i (Liei,k)(αni,k+σn,k−1)/εiΦ

1−σn,k
i L

(εi−1)αni,k/εi+(1−σn,k)/εi
i,k

= γ̄iΦ
1−σn,k
i L

(1−σn,k)(1−ω2
i,k)/ω1

i,k

i,k ,

where γ̄i ≡ γ
αni,k
i (Liei,k)(αni,k+σn,k−1)/εiΦ

1−σn,k
i . Plugging the above expression into trade share equation,

πni,k =
hni,kE

αni,k
i,k (τni,kwi,k)1−σn,k∑

` hn`,kE
αn`,k
`,k (τn`,kw`,k)1−σn,k

hni,kL
(1−σn,k)(1−ω2

i,k)/ω1
i,k

i,k (τni,kΦi)
1−σn,k∑

` hn`,kL
(1−σn,k)(1−ω2

`,k
)/ω1

`,k

`,k (τn`,kΦ`)1−σn,k
(A.24)
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where hni,k ≡ bni,k(ηi,kFi,k)
−
σn,k−1

ηi,k−1

( ηi,k
ηi,k − 1

)1−σn,k
a
σn,k−1

i,k is a composite exogenous shifter. Equation A.24 connects our

model to equation (6) in Kucheryavyy et al. (2016) by noting that

αKLRni,k = (1− σn,k)(1− ω2
i,k)/ω1

i,k, wKLRi = Φi, εKLRn,k = σn,k − 1

This mapping then translates their key uniqueness condition to the following inequality:

(1− σn,k)(1− ω2
i,k)/ω1

i,k ≤ 1.

Note that this inequality is a necessary condition for uniqueness, whereas its violation is sufficient for multiplicity. We refer the

interested reader to Propositions 1–5 in Kucheryavyy et al. (2016).

1.6 Supplementary material for the estimation

We begin by rewriting import demand Dni,k and export supply Sni,k as functions of consumer price index Pni,k,

Dni,k = DP
ni,kP

1−σn,k
ni,k (A.25)

Sni,k = Yi,k −
∑
m6=n

Dmi,k = Y Pi,kP

ω1
i,k

1−ω2
i,k

ii,k −
∑
m 6=n

DP
mi,kP

1−σm,k
ii,k (A.26)

Here, replacing pii,k from the following

Pii,k = Λi,kp
1−ω2

i,k

ii,k (A.27)

we can obtain Dni,k and Sni,k as functions of price of a typical variety pni,k. The shifters used in these equations are:

DP
ni,k = bni,kτ

1−σn,k
ni,k Pn,k

−(1−σn,k) (A.28)

Y Pi,k =
(
γiLiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

)ω1
i,k

[
1+φi,k
εi

+
ω2
i,k

(1−ω2
i,k

)(εi−1)

](
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

)ω1
i,k

ω2
i,k

(
ηi,kFi,k

)− ω1
i,k

ηi,k−1(1−ω2
i,k

)
(A.29)

Λi,k = (ηi,kFi,k)
1

ηi,k−1

(
γiLiΦ

1−εi
i ei,k

)− ω2
i,k

εi−1
(
ai,k

ηi,k − 1

ηi,k

)−ω2
i,k

(A.30)

Without loss of generality, and for the sake of exposition, we suppose that the supply shifter that changes over

time is the productivity shifter ai,k (that is, we normalize ei,k = 1 and fi,k = 1 with the understanding that by a

possible renaming ai,k can incorporate employment shifters ei,kt and entry costs fi,k), and the demand shifter that

changes over time is bni,k (that is, we normalize τnik = 1 with the understanding that by a possible renaming of bni,k,

it can incorporate trade cost τni,k).

We now write import demand Dni,k and export supply Sni,k in log-linear terms, for local changes in price pni,k,

as well as local changes in productivity and demand shifters, ani,k and bni,k. Starting with import demand, and

incorporating the time subscript,

∆ lnDni,k,t = σ̃Dni,k∆ ln pni,k,t + σ̃ani,k∆ ln ai,k,t + σ̃bni,k∆ ln bni,k,t + δDni,k (A.31)

where σ̃Dni,k = (1− σn,k)(1− ωi,k)

σ̃ani,k = (1− σn,k)(−ωi,k)

σ̃bni,k = 1

and, δDni,k is a possible fixed effect that is not time-variant. The log-linearization of changes to export supply requires
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more work, which delivers the following:

∆ lnSni,k,t = ω̃Sni,k,t∆ ln pni,k,t + ω̃ani,k,t∆ ln ai,k,t +
∑
m 6=n

ω̃bmi,k,t∆ ln bmi,k,t + δSni,k (A.32)

where ω̃Sni,k,t =
1

λni,kt
ω1
i,k −

∑
m6=n

λmi,kt
λni,kt

(1− σm,k)(1− ω2
i,k)

ω̃ani,k,t =
1

λni,kt

(ω1
i,k

ω2
i,k

−
ω1
i,kω

2
i,k

1− ω2
i,k

)
−
∑
m6=n

λmi,kt
λni,kt

(1− σm,k)(−ω2
i,k)

ω̃bmi,k,t =
1− λni,kt
λni,kt

and, δSni,k is a possible fixed effect that is not time-variant. Note that unlike the import demand, the coefficients of

local changes to prices and shifters are time-dependent in export supply.

The residuals of import demand and export supply are then given by:

∆ρni,kt = σ̃ani,k∆ ln ai,k,t + σ̃bni,k∆ ln bni,k,t (A.33)

∆ϕni,kt = ω̃ani,k,t∆ ln ai,k,t +
∑
m6=n

ω̃bmi,k,t∆ ln bmi,k,t (A.34)

Our identification assumption relies on (after controlling for possible fixed effects, including the referencing)

1. Productivity shocks and demand shocks are independent over time, E[∆ ln ai,k,t∆ ln bni,k,t] = 0.

2. Demand shocks across countries are independent over time, E[∆ ln bmi,k,t∆ ln bni,k,t] = 0, for m 6= n.

Putting together assumptions (1) and (2), and the equations describing residuals of import demand and export

supply,

E[∆ρni,k,t∆ϕni,k,t] = E[σ̃ani,kω̃
a
ni,k,t(∆ ln ai,k,t)

2] +

���
���

���
���

���
��:0

E[σ̃bni,kω̃
a
ni,k,t(∆ ln ai,k,t)(∆ ln bi,k,t)] (A.35)

+

���
���

���
���

���
���

�:0

E[σ̃bni,k∆ ln ai,k,t)
∑
m 6=n

ω̃bmi,k,t∆ ln bmi,k,t] +

��
���

���
���

���
���

��:0

E[σ̃bni,k∆ ln bni,k,t
∑
m6=n

ω̃bmi,k,t∆ ln bmi,k,t]

The resulting expression depends on the second moment of changes to log productivity shock, multiplied by the

shift it generates in import demand i.e. σ̃ani,k and that in export supply i.e. ω̃ani,k,t. Ultimately, there is a positive

component remaining in the expectation term which we control for in our estimation. Although we derive our estimable

equation more closely from the theory compared to previous studies, this remainder term presents in a similar fashion

to the measurement error discussed by Feenstra (1994) and Broda and Weinstein (2006). We will thus follow Broda

and Weinstein (2006) methodology and include the term T
3
2

ni,k

(
1

Xni,kt
+

1

Xni,k,t−1

)− 1
2

δi,k, where T is the duration

of the trade relationship for ni, k, as a right-hand side control, and δi,k is an exporter-industry fixed effect. Here, the

duration term and lagged trade flows absorb the variation in λ presented in ω̃ani,k,t, as well as the remaining term σ̃ani,k.

Controlling for fixed effect δi,k is meant to capture the variance in productivity term ((∆ ln ai,k,t)
2).
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Appendix B Additional Results

2.1 Import and Export Elasticities w.r.t. Home Demand

Table A.1: Export elasticity of home demand

Food Textile Wood Paper Petr Chem Rubber Mineral B Metal F Metal Mach Elect E Mach Vehicle Other T Furniture

AUS 0.10 0.27 0.12 0.39 0.14 0.19 0.22 0.15 0.08 0.14 0.13 0.22 0.19 0.43 0.26 0.37

BRA 0.24 0.30 0.09 0.23 0.20 0.29 0.20 0.19 0.09 0.17 0.13 0.17 0.14 0.05 0.20 0.26

CAN 0.15 0.29 0.09 0.31 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.15 0.04 0.14 0.03 0.18 0.09 0.38 0.23 -1.59

CHN 0.20 0.10 0.11 -0.62 0.20 0.13 0.15 0.12 -0.95 0.12 0.09 0.10 0.13 0.21 0.21 0.09

DEU 0.26 0.21 0.10 0.29 0.09 0.12 0.23 0.15 0.05 0.11 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.05

FRA 0.14 0.16 0.11 0.36 0.15 0.09 0.27 0.12 0.05 0.14 0.06 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.09 0.15

GBR 0.24 0.27 0.08 0.29 0.11 0.13 0.27 0.13 0.07 0.12 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.27 0.21 0.21

IDN -0.46 -0.52 0.07 0.26 0.42 0.09 0.22 0.11 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.29 0.22 0.05 0.19 0.15

IND 0.38 0.28 0.12 0.39 0.13 0.23 0.23 0.20 0.13 0.18 0.16 0.25 0.16 0.19 0.24 0.27

ITA -0.10 0.14 0.09 0.29 0.15 0.10 0.28 0.14 -0.61 0.14 0.08 0.11 0.13 0.19 0.22 0.09

JPN -0.20 0.29 0.14 0.35 0.20 0.15 0.21 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.15 0.07 0.27 -0.91

KOR 0.03 0.24 0.11 0.32 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.13 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.13 0.09 0.08 -0.93

MEX 0.13 0.26 0.12 0.29 0.16 0.23 0.14 0.15 0.05 0.17 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.50 0.13 0.23

RUS 0.17 0.92 0.11 0.32 0.08 0.17 0.31 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.16 0.18 0.18 0.26 0.15 0.29

USA -0.24 0.34 0.10 0.25 0.13 0.14 0.13 0.15 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.13 0.11 0.23 0.16 0.44

Table A.2: Import elasticity of home demand

Food Textile Wood Paper Petr Chem Rubber Mineral B Metal F Metal Mach Elect E Mach Vehicle Other T Furniture

AUS 0.96 0.94 0.91 0.68 0.88 0.94 0.96 0.86 0.98 0.85 0.95 0.85 0.91 0.87 0.98 0.94

BRA 0.80 0.54 0.91 0.73 0.80 0.67 0.59 0.77 0.91 0.82 0.86 0.87 0.90 1.00 0.84 0.87

CAN 0.86 0.94 0.92 0.76 0.91 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.97 0.87 0.99 0.90 0.96 0.91 0.84 1.14

CHN 0.49 0.95 0.84 1.17 0.26 0.90 0.78 0.87 1.67 0.97 0.82 0.95 0.77 0.93 0.84 0.95

DEU 0.83 0.93 0.91 0.67 0.91 0.94 0.76 0.87 0.94 0.86 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.89 0.95 0.98

FRA 0.94 0.89 0.90 0.79 0.86 0.94 0.78 0.89 0.98 0.85 0.98 0.93 0.87 0.90 0.91 0.96

GBR 0.28 0.92 0.93 0.74 0.93 0.92 0.79 0.89 0.98 0.88 0.96 0.94 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.93

IDN 2.10 1.48 0.94 0.77 0.80 0.77 0.89 0.92 0.73 0.94 0.95 0.88 0.85 1.04 0.90 0.93

IND 0.63 0.49 0.90 0.65 0.87 0.89 0.71 0.93 0.91 0.94 0.89 0.85 0.91 0.83 0.85 0.99

ITA 1.13 0.85 0.92 0.73 0.85 0.95 0.76 0.87 1.50 0.90 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.90 0.81 0.90

JPN 1.17 0.76 0.96 0.63 0.85 0.97 0.72 0.85 0.92 0.86 0.93 0.83 0.86 0.97 0.60 1.57

KOR 0.99 0.83 0.90 0.72 0.95 0.90 0.97 0.94 0.81 0.95 0.92 0.95 0.93 1.01 0.93 1.64

MEX 0.79 0.78 0.94 0.79 0.89 0.85 0.97 0.77 0.98 0.90 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.88 0.90 0.96

RUS 0.93 0.40 0.92 0.72 0.94 0.82 0.71 0.99 0.96 0.68 0.81 0.77 0.86 0.61 0.94 0.92

USA 0.50 0.85 0.92 0.74 0.89 0.88 0.90 0.89 0.96 0.88 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.40 0.86 -0.39
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